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Special to the New Mexican.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 18. It is
reported on good authority that after
a consultation here this morning be--

its

8, 1907.
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LARGE NUMBER OF
NEW CORPORATIONS

GO

By Republi-
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Over Three Hundred Companies
Various Kinds Are Incorporated
During Fiscal Year.
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Circular Letters Sent Out
Pertaining to Enforcement
of

Anti-Gamblin-

Law.

g

That Governor Curry and
Hervey propose to see that
the
law which goes into effect January 1 is rigidly enforced
is evident from a circular letter sent
out today by the latter to the various
district attorneys of New Mexico.
Not only will the various forms of J
gambling specifically mentioned in the
act be prohibited but mechanical
Attorney-Genera-

l

g

gambling devices commonly known as
slot machines are also under the ban
in pursuance with an opinion rendered a few days ago by the attorney general.
The district attorneys are instructed to advise the authorities in their re-

March, a resident of Estancia, Torrance county, for appointment as surveyor general of New Mexico. The
applicant is endorsed by the Republican county organization of Torrance
county and by the members of the
territorial committee of the
same county. He has also considerable endorsements from leading Republicans as to fitness for the position
He is a
and standing as a citizen.
He came to
consistent Republican.
the territory about four years ago
from Ohio and engaged in the practice
of his profession, that of a civil engineer and surveyor. Mr. March was
in Albuquerque today and called upon
the governor, Mr. Bursum and Mr.
Luna, requesting the aid and recommendation of the Republican territorial organization looking to his

Secret Service Officers Unearth Swindling Scheme
in Chicago.
Chicago, Dec. 18. J. C. Dean, head
of the firm of J. C. Dean and company
stock and bond brokers, was arrested
last night, on a charge of obtaining
$31.25 on worthless checks from A.
M. Roberts, proprietor of the new
Waldorf hotel.
Attorney James Edgar Brown, coun
sel for the Colorado Capitol Coal Mining company, one of Dean's clients,
and George W. Haynes, of Hill's National Reporting company, a firm "of
financial investigators, say they will
have an interesting story for the
grand Jury concerning Dean's operations.
Dean opened offices here eight
months ago. He immediately started
an aggressive advertising: campaign.
e
In Dean's mail last nlgut the
inspectors found 400 bill3 for
advertising from newspapers in every
part of the United States. As inquiries came in . Dean sent out a
glowing prospectus, insisting that
advances In amounts of from fifty to
a thousand dollars be paid for expenses before contracts were made. After "expenses" were paid, it is alleged little or nothing was done by
the Dean firm.
The Colorado Capitol Coal Mining
company, owning property at Lafayette, Colorado, contracted with Dean
to float a fifty thousand dollar bond
Issue and although the company sent
$135 for lithographing the bonds, the
Columbia Bank Note Company reported its bill of $70 for this work had
not been paid.

TAMPERWITH WIRES

Landslide Destroyed Line of Power
spective districts regarding the strict
Company Which Supplies
enforcement of the
law
With Light.
and the prompt prosecution of any offenders. The circular letter relating
Goldfleld, Dec. 18. The break in
to the matter follows:
the transmission wires of the Nevada
Text of Letter Anent
Power Company was discovered at an
Enforcement.
"Your attention Is called to Chap- early hour this morning In the White
ter 64 of the acts of the Legislative mountains and was soon repaired.
The break was caused by a snowslide
Assembly for the year 1907, prohibitwhich carried away several poles.
ing gambling in the Territory of
New Mexico. The governor requests The alarm felt when the wires were
that all the district attorneys see to broken has been dispelled as a result
it that this law is properly enforced, and the camp is going along as usual.
Three mines were in operation toand that you advise the proper counday,
together with the Consolidated
ty officers, including the sheriff, to
see that all violations thereof are Mining company's mill and the
Reduction Works. Generto
promptly dealt with according
al
Funston
will
leave Goldfleld tomorlaw, and along this line I refer you
to the opinion heretofore rendered row for San Francisco and Governor
and sent you in regard to slot ma- Sparks will also leave.
About $2,000 worth of high grade
chines and in order that there may
be no confusion I submit to you the ore was recovered this. morning in a
raid on a cabin. occupied by a miner
following observations:
"Under Section 1 of said act every named Roth. A few new men arrived
-RAILROAD SYSTEM
game that is named of course is pro- in camp this morning to work in the
RAISES DIVIDEND
hibited, and not only those games but mines, coming from the southern part
all games of like character, and you of the state.
should always resolve the doubt in
Pennsylvania Company Makes Adfavor of the people of the territory ATTEMPTED HOLD-U- P
vance From Six to Seven Per
and proceed with prosecutions if there
Cent.
ON NORTHERN PACIFIC
is any doubt, and the act not only includes the games named, and games
Philadelphia, Dec. 18. The direcof like character, but in addition to Three Men Try to Flag Overland tors of the Pennsylvania Railroad comTrain Near Spokane But Engineer
those, any other games played with
pany, which operates all Pennsylvadice or cards.
Disregards Signal.
nia lines west of Pittsburg today
"A 'game' as used in this statute
raised the dividend from six to seven
nieans one at which money or other
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 18. An at- per cent. It declared a
property is or may be won or lost, tempt was made to hold up the west- dividend of four per cent. The last
and a 'banking game' is a 'game' con- bound Northern Pacific train eleven
dividend in June was
ducted by one or more persons where miles east of Spokane last night. three per cent.
there is a fund against which every- Three men attempted to flag the
The directors of the Pittsburg, Chibody has a right to bet, the owner of train but the engineer refused to cago, Cincinnati and St. Louis panthe bank being responsible for the stop. Harry Draper with a posse and handle lines, also controlled by the
payment of all the funds, taking all his bloodhounds, hurried to Trent in Pennsylvania railroad, today declared
that is won and paying all that is a special train. A freight train was their regular
dividend of
lost,' and therefore the question as to stopped and three men started to flee 2
per cent on preferred stock and
whether the house has a rakeoff or from it. One man, D. H. Murphy, a regular
dividend of 2
was caught by Draper and it is be- per cent on common stock.
percentage is not material."
District Attorneys Must Not Defend lieved one robber was wounded. The
The directors of the Lehigh Valley
bloodhounds followed the trail five railroad today declared a , regular
Cases In U. S. Courts.
dividend of two per cent
Attorney General Hervey has also miles. Under a bridge near Trent
sent another circular letter to the the officers found five dynamite and an extra dividend of one per cent
several district attorneys of the ter- bombs, some safe crackers appliances on common stock. The usual semi.
annual ividend of five per cent on preritory "requesting them to desist in and a fuse.
the practice which has been in vogue
ferred stock was also declared. The
for some time of appearing as counsel ILLINOIS CENTRAL
extra dividend On common stock is the
MEETING TOMORROW. same as declared at the last dividend
for the defense in criminal cases on
trial in the federal courts. This commeeting.
Chicago, Dec. 18. After a consultamunication follows:
"The governor asks me to request tion the attorneys in controversy
that hereafter the district attorneys in the Illinois Central injunction suit INVESTIGATORS ARE
in New Mexico do not defend crimi- decided that the annual meeting of
LEAVING TERRITORY
of the company
nal cases in the United States courts. the stockholders
This has been done in the past and which should have-- been held at noon Exodus of Special Federal Agents Has
no objection has ever been raised, and today, should go over until noon toBegun and Soon Territory. Will
has been done by some of the best morrow. They also agreed for fear
Know Them No Longer.
officers the territory has had, but in the arguments in the injunction case
the future .the governor desires that would go over until tomorrow mornThe exodus of the special agents of
this practice be discontinued as some ing that counsel use the remainder of the federal government who have
complications might arise therefrom." today in an effort to reach an agree- been in , New Mexico for several
ment as to the date to which the an- months engaged ostensibly in probing
nual meeting should be readjourned.
NEW YORK SOCIETY
alleged violations of the U. S. land
WOMEN LOSE JEWELS.
laws, has already begun and all but
two or three have hied themselves
CLEVELAND MAY HEAD
New York, "Dec. 18. A package of
NEW JERSEY DELEGATION. back to Washington. Ormsby McHarg
diamonds was stolen last night from
assistand Peyton Gordon, special
a wagon of the United States Express
New York, Dec, 18. Robert Davis, ants to Attorney General Bonaparte,
company.' The diamonds were valued Democratic leader of Jersey City, is who had charge of these investigaat $32,000 and were consigned by the heading a movement to place Grover tions are still in Santa Fe. It is said
Alfred H. Smith company to New Cleveland at the head of the delega- they have completed their labors so
York society women who are stopping tion from New Jersey to the next far as New Mexico Is concerned and
at Washington. The package was tak- Democratic national convention,
are simply tarrying here to rest up afen from the wagon, somewhere beter
their strenuous work before also
tween the express company's office in PNEUMONIA CLAIMS
returning to the national capital, O.
street and Communipaw
Thirty-nintWESTERN WRITER OF NOTE. D, Olmstead, T. J. Butler and other
New Jersey.
special agents who assisted them have
New Yfrk Dec. 18. Mrs. John R left the territory.
SENATOR CULBERTSON
MacMahon, a western writer well
Gold-fiel- d
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DISCUSSES
'
n
Washington, Dec. 18. Senator
of Texas, today discussed his
resolution directing the committee on
finance to investigate the causes of
the financial stringency. He referred
to the messages of the President in
which he suggested the necessity of
legislation on the subject in the near
future and, said either the President
had changed his mind or Congress

was loath to carry out the

rita Hamm, is dead of pneumonia
here. She was 36 years old.
JEWS WARNED TO
LEAVE VLADIVOSTOK.

Net Gain in Year
of Over

IDICAIESjiTO

MINERS DID NOT

RESOLUTION.

C0IJY

Over three hundred new corporations were organized in New Mexico
or authorized to transact business in
the territory by filing copies of charters from other Btates during the
fiscal year which ended on November
30.
The exact number was 324 and
of these, 271 were domestic and 53
foreign corporations.
Ninety of the corporations organized by virtue of the laws of the
GROWTH
territory during the past fiscal year
are classified as general industrial
concerns.
Other principal ones by
Of Panama Canal Securities classification
Increase in
were as follows: Eighty-si- Latest Single
LanaV-Valua-timining companies; 63 mercantile
on
Secretary of Treasury
Farming
companies; 24 irrigation companies;
Must Explain.
Millon Dollars
15 banks; 7 live stock companies, and
,
2 railroad companies.
Of the railroad companies
incor
A net increase of $72,351.13 Is lnrii- Dec.
18. Justice
Washington,
Could of the District of Columbia Su- porated one was the El Paso
and cated in the assessed valuation of taxpreme Court today cited George B. Southwestern and the other the Cim- able property this year in San Juan
Cortelyou, secretary of the treasury arron and Northwestern. This latter county as compared with tho official
a
to appear in court
January 3, to show is new railroad which will be thirty-si- returns in 1006. Tho total tax assess
miles in length.
cause why he should not be enjoined
ment of this county last year was
The fact that so many new corpo $1,009,200, while for the
from turning over or delivering the
present year
balance of the $21,450,000 issue of rations were formed from the period It amounts to $1,005,151.13, which less
December 1, the exemptions allowed under the law
Panama canal bonds to certain banks intervening between
and persons to whom he has announ- 1906, and November 30, 1907, which brings the amount subject to taxation
embraces the
territorial to $083,351.13.
ced allotments.
The citation is based on the peti- fiscal year, is another Indication of
San Juan county has not been the
tion of George W. Austin of New the rapid growth of New Mexico, and scene of as heavy immigration
during
York, who declares he offered to our- - that considerable capital is being in- tne past year as has been the case
chase bonds of a face value of three vested in the development of Its
in the eastern tier of counties in New
million dollars at the rate of 103.375
Mexico but a glance over the tax rolls
shows a steady growth in the material
and stands ready to deposit that
amount with the assistant treasurer FARMER
conditions
and development.
The
ASSAULTS
at New York.
largest individual Increase in classiSCHOOL TEACHER fied Items i3 in ' agricultural lands
which have advanced since last vear
BANK CASHIER
Young Woman Attacked on Highway $44,412. City and town lots also show
and Nearly Choked to Death
a gain of $25,953.
MISUSED FUNDS
The following is a comnarative ab
Lynching Narrowly Averted.
stract of the tax rolls givlnc the
Sudden Death of Officer of MassachuJamestown,
Pa., Dec. 18. Miss amounts of the various classifications
setts. Institution Causes Its
Maude McCrumb, aged 23, a school as returned in the assessments of
Suspension.
teacher, is in a serious condition from 1906 and 1307:
an attack alleged to have been made Comparative Abstract of Tax Rolls.
North Attleboro, Mass., Dec. 18.
The Jewelers National bank of this yesterday by Charles Summers, aged
Agricultural lands. 190C. $427,685:
33, a wealthy farmer of Turnersville. 1907, $472,097, increase of $44,412.
whose
vice
city
president and cashier,
Summers, who was captured later,
Grazing land3, 1906, $80,071: 1907.
Frederick M. Sargeant, was found
dead In a bath tub at his home last has been taken to Greenville, Penn- $79,909.88, decrease of $101.12.
City or town lots. 1900. $138,442:
night, failed to open for business to- sylvania, to prevent mob violence,
day. Bank examiners are examining threatened by enraged farmers of the 1907, $164,395, increase of $25,953.
Coal lands, 1906, $30,855; 1907, $29,-70community. Miss McCrumb was nearthe accounts of the institution.
ly choked to death and her face and
decrease of $1,150.
Dead Cashier Misused Funds.
Electric light plants, 1906, $950;
New York, Dec. 18. Albert H. Wig-gin- , body were covered with scratches and
president of the Jewelers Nation- bruises before her screams attracted 1907, $950.
Water plants. 1906. none. 1907. S5tJ.
al Bank of North Attleboro, who lives tho attention of passing farmers.
Summers fled and was captured lat- increase of $500.
in this city today made the following
er in a cemetery. He was taken to
Toll bridges and roads, 1906, $200;
statement : . "The sudden death of Cashier Sar jail and a mob of several hundred in- T907, $200.
Telegraph and telephone lines, 1906,
geant naturally excited suspicion and furiated farmers gathered about the
caused an immediate investigation of building demanding that the prisoner $4,096; 1907, $ 4,396.25, increase of
the condition of the bank. This shows be turned over to them. Because of $300.25.
Ditches for irrigation, mQ6, $25,000;
Sargeant exceeded his authority and threats made by the mob, Summers
without the knowledge of the direc- was rushed to Greenville for safe 1907, $25,000.
Water reservoirs, 1906. $500: 1907.
tors made loans to local concerns- - in keeping.
none, decrease of $500.
which he was interested. The directors pending an examination of the OPINION REGARDING
Flouring mills. 1906. $2,550: 1907.
$2,600, increase of $50.
books thought it best for the bank
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
Horses, 1906. $48,525: 1907. $51,033.
to remain closed temporarily."
increase of $2,508.
Deficiencies of Past Fiscal Year Must
Mules, 1906, $2,360; 1907. $2,650. in
PETTIBONE TRIAL
Not Be Paid Out of Appropriacrease of $290.
tion for Ensuing Year.
1907. $46.- Cattle, 1906. $49,419:
MAY BE DELAYED
0G8, decrease of $3,351.
Attorney General Hervey has renSheep, 1906, $54,942: 1907. $45,533.
Continued Illness of Clarence Darrow,
dered an opinion at the request of decrease of $9,409.
Chief Counsel for Defense, the
the territorial auditor relating to
Goats, 1906, $4,504; 1907. $7,581. in
Cause.
'
contingent expenses of the various crease of $3,077.
where
offices
the
territorial
expenses
1907. $2,208. in
1906,
Swine,
$1,739;
Boise, Dec. 18. The continued
incurred exceeds the amount of the crease of $469.
of Counsel Clarence Darrow may
allowed for the period
Burros, 1906, $122; 1907, $170, Incause a delay in the Pettibone trial. appropriations
fiscal year. He main- crease of $48.
in
a
embraced
This announcement was made by Edtains that the contingent expense fund
Carriages and wagons. 1906. $15,619:
gar Wilson, of the counsel for the de- for the Fifty-nintfiscal year which 1907, $15,935, increase of $316.
tofense, when the trial was resumed
began on December 1 can not be used
Sewing machines, 1906, $1,889; 1907,
day.
to pay expenses incurred in the
$2,495, increase of $606.
The prosecution began the day's
fiscal year. Where the continSaddles and harness, 1906, $4,895;
proceedings by introducing articles
exceeded the 1907, $4,956, increase of $61.
have
expenses
gent
from the Miners' Magazine, the offiamount of the contingent fund availMerchandise, 1906, $51,450;
1907,
cial organ of the Western Federation
able for any one fiscal year he con- $67,266, increase of $15,816.
both at the time of the trouble in the
tends that this deficiency must be reFarming implements, 1906, $7,528;
Coeur de Alenes and before and after
to the legislature for action. 1907, $7,655, increase of $127.
ferred
the death of former Governor Steun-enber- He
190G:
Saloon and office fixtures.
quotes a decision of the New
The purpose of the introduc- Mexico
court handed down $5,247; 1907, $7,109, increase
of
supreme
to
show
tion of the articles was
the in 1900
by Associate Justice Crum-pack- $1,862.
bitter feeling which existed against
to bear out his opinion.
Money, 1906, $9,895; 1907. $9,400.
in the Western
Steunenberg
decrease of $495.
'
Watches and clocks, 1906, $764;
ONE OF RINGLING
1907, $1,162, increase of $398.
BROTHERS DEAD Law and medical books, 1906, $345;
BILL FOR MORE
1907, $605, increase of $260.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS Active Head of Great Circus Combi- Musical instruments, 1906, $2,611;
nation Passes Away in New Or-- .
1907, $4,483, increase of $1,872.
leans Sanitarium.
Delegate Andrews Asks for" AppropriHousehold goods. 1906. . $12,942:
ations for Las Vegas and Roswell
1907, $15,027, increase of $2,085. ,'
Also Fish Hatchery.
New Orleans, La., Dec. 18. Gus
Shares of stock In banks. 1906.
Ringling(i head of the circus combi- $18,180; 1907, $15,096, decrease of
of $3,084.
Dec.
18. Delegate nation which controls the suows
Washington,
and
Barnum
Bailey
Wheat, 1906, none; 1907, $522, in
Brothers,
Ringling
Andrews, of New Mexico, yesterday
,
died today in a crease of $522.
introduced in the House a bill provid- and Forepaugh-Sellsa complication
Oats, 1906, none; 1907, $425, In- ing for the appropriation of funds for local sanitarium from
the purchase of sites and the erection of diseases. He came here two crease of $425.
Lumber, number of feet. 1906. $900:
of public buildings at Las Vegas and weeks ago in the hope that the change
him.
benefit
would
of
climate
1907,
$3,000, increase of $2,100.
Roswell. The bill also Includes an
Mechanics
tools, 1906, $565; 1907,
for
the
establishment
appropriation
$800, increase of $235.
of a fish culture station at Trout NOT GUILTY OF
Other oronerty. 1906. $4,410: 1907.
Springs,. New Mexico.
MANSLAUGHTER $4,219, decrease of $191.
Total valuation, 1906, $1,009,200;
JEALOUSY CAUSES
Vice President of New York Central i907, $1,095,151.13. Exemptions, 1906,
Railroad Blameless for Wreck
$98,200; 1907, $111,800.
Subject to
DOUBLE' TRAGEDY
Which Cost 24 Lives.
taxation, 1906, $911,000; 1907,
Net gain, $72,351.13.
Man
Shoots
Young
H.
.Sweetheart
New York; Dec. 18. Alfred
Through Heart and Then Turned
Smith, vice president of the New York ANOTHER COLORADO
Weapon on Himself.
STRIKE CALLED OFF.
Central Railroad, was acquitted here
Colorado Springs, Dec. 18. A strike
today of the charge of manslaughter,
San Bernardino, Calif., Dec. 18.
through his connection with the which has been in operation In the
George Perry, formerly a Santa Fe wreck of the Brewster express, at coal district of this city for the last
railway machinist employed at Nee- Woodlawn, last February, In which two months has been practically calldles, yesterday shot Miss Myrtle Craig twenty-fou- r
persons were killed. Jus ed off. The men have been given per
mission by the union to find work
twice through the heart causing In- tice Kellogg decided the verdict.
wherever they can. The strike was
stant death. He then shot himself,
hundred
called October 17, several
Subscribe lor the Daily Ne
dying an hour later. The cause of
the tragedy was Jealousy.
miners going out.
and get the new.

Arrested for Pass- Disappointed Bid"Tiger" Will be
uovernor uurry, unairman
der Brings
Driven Out on tween
ing Worthless
Bursum of the Republican territorial central committee, and National
Checks
Action
Committeeman Solomon uwna, it was
January 1
agreed upon to recommend John
1

JUAN

CABMEN'S STRIKE
IS CALLED OFF.
New York, Dec. 18. Through the
efforts of Marcus M. Marks, of the
National Civic Federation as conciliator, the strike of the 1,000 cab drivers who went out yesterday to enforce
their demands for a
day and
$15 a week, was called off last night.
The cab men obtain their demand for
$15 a week and the question of hours
and other differences will be submit-- '

St. Petersburg, Dec. 18. A dispatch
from Vladivostok says that Jews there
have been ordered to depart within
four days. Jewish property holders,
'however, are given eighteen days in
which to liquidate.
ted to arbitration.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

A

MERITORIOUS SOUTHWESTERN
MAGAZINE.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
"

Among the new magazines forging
to the front In the Rocky mountain

ATTORNEY&AT.LAW.
MAX. FROST,
states and territories and as far east
at Law.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
Attorney
as the Missouri river Is "The Great Santa Fe
New Mexico
8ec'y-TreaK.
JOHN
8TAUFFER,
MAX, FROST, Editor.
OF SANTA 'FE.
Southwest," whose publication com'
EDWIN F. COAKD, City Editor.
menced a little over two years ago in
G. W. PRICHy- - rtD,
Denver. Its contents are devoted to
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
The oldest banking Instltutle n In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
the upbuilding of the Southwest and Practices in all the District Courts
Entered aa Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
to the advancement especially of Co and
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
gives special attention to cases
lorado, New Mexico, Arizona, western before the Territorial Supreme Court,
six
S.75
mall
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
Dally,
RATES
months, by
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Pretl dent
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Texas, Oklahoma and western Kan Office: Laughlln BIk., Santa Fe, N. M.
$ .20 Weekly, por
2.00 sas.
"Jafly, per week, by carrier
year
Its editorial pages are very
Assistant Cashier.
75
'Dally, per month, by carrier
six months
1.00 strong, devoted mostly to subjects of
Weekly,
M.
BENJAMIN
READ
C5
Dally, per month, by mall
75 moment, and of interest to the secAttorney at Law.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
ally, per year, by mall
tions named. It makes a specialty of
Capital Stock, $150,000.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $63,500.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
otherwise, Office: Sena Block, Palac Avenue.
stories, illustrated and
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
partly descriptive and partly Action,
Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches. Loans
which would naturally strike the fan
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
The New Mexican Is the oldest n ewspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to cy and be pleasing to its thousands of
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and colAttorney at Law.
every postofflce in the Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation subscribers and readers, from the
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Missouri to the Colorado rivers
United States District Attorney.
among the Intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest.
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
i rancis Perry Elliott, a journalist of
great experience and of ability, a
A. W. POLLARD,
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
fluent and fine writer of sound liter
Attorney at Law.
ac
and
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
thoroughly
ary Judgment,
District Attorney, Luna County.
quainted with the west Is the editor' Demlng
New Mexico.
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
Robert E. Lee is the business
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.
manager. He Is one of the shrewdest,
EDWARD C. WADE,
THE PASS CITY AND THE IRRIGA- PLANT A TREE FOR EVERY ONE most energetic, pushing, and courte
advances made on cons Ignments of live stock and products.
Liberal
Law.
Attorney at
THAT IS FELLED.
j ous
TION CONGRESS.
of the younger business men of
In the Supreme and DisPractice
The question of reforestration Is' this section. "The Great Southwest"
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
El Paso, judging from the editorial
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
becoming very important in the Unl-- ! pays especial attention to New Mex
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as It
utterances of the El Paso Herald, the ted States and Is being given more ico affairs and to feature stories con- Probate Courts and before the U. S.
U.
and
Land
General
S.
Surveyor
of
Pass
the
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety DeCity, and more consideration by thoughtful
leading newspaper
cerning this territory. It has pub- Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
expects to take an active and promi- people. Already the great and good lished a number of
very valuable hisposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully
nent part in making the Sixteenth Na- work of reforestration has commenced torical sketches
of New Mexi
treating
C.
E.
ABBOTT,
tional Irrigation Congress which will under the auspices of the federal gov- - co
llclted.
Indian affairs, pioneers, tho Santa
at Law.
a crnment. Much good has been done!
Attorney
be held next year in Albuquerque
Fe trail, church affairs, of the early
Practices in the District and Susuccess and of tho utmost benefit to and more is In progress and under!
and conditions of what is preme Courts.
settlements
Prompt and careful
New Mexico and the Rio Grande val- contemplation, but the states where now New Mexico
under Spanish and attention given to all business.
to
El
in
and
Texas
Paso
ley tributary
the federal government owns no land Mexican regimes and since the acquiNew Mexico.
Santa Fe
Mexico. In this El Paso Is very sen- should also participate in the move-- i
sition of the territory by the United
Insible and will act for its own best
ment and they can not do it too soon. States.
A. B. RENEHAN,
terests as well as for those of this Even the territory of New Mexico to
In form, appearance, print and IlIn the Supreme and DisPractices
territory, as every portion of this day owns thousands and thousands of lustrations the magazine Is very atCourts.
trict
Mining and Land Law
besection
section and especially that
acres that should be planted to trees tractive and Is being Improved steadiWILLIAM VAUGHN,
a Specialty. Office in Catron lilock,
opt.
tween the border lines of New Mexico and that could be made very profit-- !
Inand
as
its
business
circulation
ly
Santa Fe, N. M.
is greatly interested in the project. able within two or three decades.
crease. The magazine has already
The business men of El Paso do not
Tho Pueblo Chieftain, ever allied' done much
great and good advertisCHAS. F. EASLEY,
propose to play dog In the manger with the best interests of the South-- ing, especially for Colorado and New
(Late
enSurveyor General.)
accustomed
with
act
their
will
but
west, treats the question of ref orestra- Mexico, and It announces that one of
at Law.
Attorney
of
modern
and
progress
a
in
tlon
which
spirit
should its chief missions Is to do still more so
recent editorial
terprise
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.
Fe
S.mta
New Mexico...
'
terof
this
towards aiding the people
provo of great interest to this section. in the future and become more poten- Land and
a
Business
Mining
Specialty.
of
the
to
make
tho
gathering
It quotes largely from the opinions of. tial and more active in the work of
ritory
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
congress the greatest, the most valu- one of the most successful German
the Centennial state stronger,
GEORGE B. BARBER,
able and the most Instructive in the foresters and what that man says making
richer and better, and in helping New
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
should have great weight In tais coun- Mexico especially, and Arizona also, to
history of tho body.
Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Lincoln,
'
New
Commenting upon the subject the try. The Chieftain says:
speedy statehood and membership in
In the District Court and
Practice
El Paso Herald says:
"Americans' wastefulness of their the American Union.
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
"El Paso will take an active part In forests Is attracting attention not only
Prompt Attention Given to All
the National Irrigation Congress meet- among the thoughtful people of this
Business.
DEMOOF
THE
HOPELESSNESS
but.
countrv.
attention
is
the
claiming
ing at Albuquerque next fall, and
CRATIC OUTLOOK.
meanwhile she will aid in spreading of forest experts in other countries.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
the news about the meeting and in A notable instance of this is the case( At the recent city election In Boston
Attorney at Law.
one of the most a Republican mayor was elected over
arousing interest in the work of the of William Lange,
District Attorney for Second Judicial
William.
his Democratic antagonist although
congress. The first thing for El Paso noted subjects of Emperor
District
to do Is to make plans for a fine ex- 'Thirty years from now white paper the latter was In office, had a fair
In the District Court and
Practices
This the Supreme Court of the
hibit at the fair which will be held will command such a price that the record and was quite popular.
Territory;
size of newspapers will be reduced was brought about by dissension in also before
in connection with the congress.
the United States Supreme
to a minimum,' declares Herr Lange, Democratic ranks in the Hub of the
Court In Washington.
"At Albuquerque, products of this
'and cotton fiber will be used exclu- Universe. Straws show the way the
lower valley and of Mexico will come
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The novel wind blows and of late there have
In its manufacture.
into competition with the wonderful sively
will disappear, as well as the yellow been many straws which Indicate that
H. B. HOLT,
products of northern and eastern New
literature and in next year's campaign the Demoand
at Law.
the Irrigated journal, while cheap
Mexico, Oklahoma,
Attorney
ragtime musical compositions, which cratic candidate for the Presidency
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
valleys of Arizona. Certainly we do have demoralized the
unsophisticated, will In all possibility be William JenPractices in the District Courts as
not want to soe other sections walk
circle.'
narrow
to
a
be
will
limited
and well as before
of Nebraska,
Bryan
nings
off with all the prizes; but equally certhe Supram Court of
z.Zitk
bebe
beaten
he will
"Continuing, Herr Lange said: 'I do that
the Territory.
tain it is that we shall have to get an
You cause
Americans.
not
understand
citizens
you
nominally
many
early start and exercise rigid selec- have in
XrACOME & GAB&E, Proprietors.
not vote for
will
your northern and western Democratic
MARK B. THOMPSON
tion If we would make an impressive
of millions of acres him.
hundreds
states
Attorney-at-Lashowing among the competitors.
of idle soil where at one time stood
This was certainly the case in District
American and Ecropean Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Attorney,
Eighth District,
"At Las Cruces, tne Mesllla valley magnificent forests, equaled by none 1900 when
was the Democratic
Bryan
Heated. Electric Righted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Dona
Ana. Lincoln and Otero
people pledged themselves to raise In the world. This land Is apparently Presidential candidate and also the
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
$3,500 In cash toward the congress, In not adapted to agriculture. Why do case In 1904 when Parker was DemNew Mexico
addition to making an elaoorate ex- you not make it useful to you before ocratic standard bearer. It has been Las Cruces
hibit of irrigation products. This is the fertile soil Is washed away Into well established that In both elections
HARVIE DUVAL,
the spirit that will make New Mexico the rivers and gulf?
thousands and thousands of DemoAttorney at Law.
In
few
THE NEW MEXICO
next
tne
forward
years
"
leap
'I am Informed that the land can crats voted for McKlnley and Rooseas never before. The Mesllla valley be had for from $15 to $30 an acre. velt. Conditions these days In the Land, Mining and Corporation Law exclusively. Practice in all the District
will use probably 5,000 square feet of With soft wood forest covering it an
Democratic party are not only no bet- Courts and
Supreme Court. Special
floor space at the fair, and work Is acre would
sixto
$2,000
ter than they were In those two mem- attention to
bring ?1,500
perfecting titles and ortoward
collecting ty years from now. Of course, the gov- orable Presidential campaigns but are
already under way
and financing land and minganizing
and preparing the multitude of ex- ernment, to aid forests, should exempt
worse, more confused and more cha- ing properties.
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
hibits.
them from taxation. Forests would otic. It is true that there Is no telling Office,
N. M.
Santa
Laughlln
Bldg.,
Fe,
to take the not only improve the climate and who the Republican nominee will be
"El Paso Is expected
load In working up Interest In Mexico. value of the surrounding agricultural but no matter what his name or from
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
OCTOBER 2UTH TO MARCH 1ST.
It Is hoped that the Mormon settle- districts, but would protect the val- where he hails he will be in much
',
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
s
ments of the Casas Grandes country leys and rivers against floods.
better shape to hold the regular Re- Practices in the Supreme and District
A complete and thoroughly practical course of Instruction In Field
" 'Sweden,
will participate In the congress and
whence Germany im- publican votes and-dra- w
Democratic
Courts of the Territory.
'
In the exhibits. Mexico will be urged ports great quantities of paper and support than any possible candidate
Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm Mechanics; Fruit Growing,
New Mexico.
Office, Socorro.
to send a large and representative pulp, has begun to replant its forests. so far mentioned for the Democracy,
Cooking,
Vegetable Growing, Livestock and Elementary Agriculture,
delegation to the congress. The Juar- They are learning from Germany, for the 1908 Presidential nomination
CATRON & GORTNER.
ez agricultural school will bo expected which has the most magnificent sys- of the party.
Home Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
of Its work, and It tem of forest culture In the world, not
to make an ex- -.it
Catron Block.
unFOUR months beginning October 28th. Prepared for those who
felled
la the Intention of President Hopewell a tree being permitted to be
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
CONDITION
OF
FINANCIAL
and other active workers for the con- til assurance la given that another
cannot attend school the full year but who are free during November,
SCHOOL OF MINES.
gress, to make the gathering one of will be put In Its place.'
JOHN
K. STAUFFER,
December, January and February. Course open to any one over fifteen
Referring to the recent report of
International Importance and helpful"At last the Importance of tho
Notary Public.
ness. In this phase of the work El work of reforestration Is being more Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
years of age.
Office with the New Mencai
Paso will be best situated to take the widely recognized among the people upon the management of the financial
New
Santa
Mexico.
Co.,
of
School
Fe,
Mines,
lead by reason of her close connec- of the United States, and their atten- affairs of the Socorro
For further Information address,
tions with Mexico and the
tion Is being turned In the direction a technical and scientific Institution
SocorROMAN L. BACA,
irrigation enterprise that is now un- of solving the problems arising in this that Is assuming high rank, the
Real Estate and Mines.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
der way in this valley.
connection. Too much attention can- ro Chieftain pertinently and properly
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
"El Paso and the Mesllla valley are not be given to this work and it can- remarks:
P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.
"Auditor Charles V. Safford's report
Office, Griffin Bldg., Washington
not out of the woods yet In regard to not be pushed too rapidly to meet the
of the accounts of the 4ve., Santa Fe, N. M.
the Rio Grande reclamation project. needs of the country when future gen- on the keeping as
of
School
published in last
Mines,
to
the
arisen
possession
have
erations
There Is a chance of years of delay.
week's Issue of the Chieftain, shows a
08TEOPATHY.
It Is of Immense importance to us at of the land."
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
to
fail
be
cannot
of
that
affairs
state
this time to have the National Irrito all concerned. If evi
Osteopath.
The Socorro Chieftain asks a per- gratifying
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gation Congress meet so near home.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
were
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lacking to establish the
At that meeting there will be pres- tinent question concerning the wheretreats
of
financial
the Successfully
affairs
acute and chronic
ent not only the Reclamation Service abouts of the "special assistants" and fact that the
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GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
School of Mines are well managed by diseases without drugs or medicines,
officials, but also some members of other Washington city drawers of govNo charge tor Consultation,
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of
of
board
the
the
present
the cabinet and a number of Senators ernment pay who for several months
would afford It Hours: 2 m., 6 p. m. 'Phone 166.
PENH MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
and Congressmen. In conjunction with past have been circulating around institution this report
C. T. Brown, who is
In
abundance.
the Irrigation Congress there will be New Mexico busily engaged In givand treasurer of the board,
CONY T. BROWN,
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
, held a congress on the conservation of ing the territory and Its people black secretaryto the duties of the
attend
position
Mining Engineer.
the national resources, and this will eyes and describing them as a very,
not only without remuneration but Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.'
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of
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cnooi of Mine,
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New Mexico.
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School shows that Mr. Brown is doing
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Strong
lco, and we should be prompt and capital there to draw their pay
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Assaying and General Contracting.
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hearty in responding to tne invitation regularity and precision
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
extended by Governor Curry and are still roaming about the Sunshine
Complaints concerning the electric
Santa Fe, N. M.
President Hopewell. New Mexico is Territory, however, rather subdued In light service of this city are many East side Plasa.
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demeanor
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more
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New
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for
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much
and increasing. The quality is poor
right
doing
DAVID K. WHITE, C. E.
and the quantity is charged for ad
Mexico people have been active in and speech.
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
libitum and not according to consumpWashington this fall advancing the
Denver will have to put up $100, tion. However, there seems to be no Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
Rio Grande reclamation work, and
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next month too New Mexico statehood 000 In gold for the securing of tho chance for a betterment of conditions
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FAY WOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED - HEALTH-RE-SORIN THE SOUTHWEST
The waters of the Springs have proven very beneficial end thoroughly efficacious In cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect tonic for
of the human system, body and mind.
the
First class hotel, with modern Improvements, at the Springs.
Rooms with bath If required. The greatest of care and attention given
to guests and Invalids. Table first-clas- s
and to suit. Miles of first
class roads In vicinity of Hotel and Spurlngs; carriages, buggies and
sadle horses furnished on application.
Climate of the best, especially from September 1st to June
Address for particulars and for circulars.
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Pharmacy.
lungs. Someone told me of Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy. I began using
TO 8ET YOU RIGHT.
it and it relieved me at once. Now
A
good
many people Imagine that
my throat and lungs are sound and
malt is an intoxicant. To set you
well." For sale by all druggists.
right on this point, we say, most em
phatlcally, that Dr. Laurltzen's Health
DRY FARMING
Table Malt and Malt Tonic are NOT
PRODUCES BEST BEETS Intoxicating at alL For sale by

Department of Agriculture
Show Highest Per Cent of
Saccharine Matter.

mH

By

Las Vegas, Dec. 18. San Miguel
county holds the record of having produced the finest sugar beets ever
raised in the United States. No beet
raisers In the west can show better
government analysis than the ones
which have been received from the
United States Department of Agricul
ture by the farmers who sent in samples several weeks ago. The percentage of sugar and the coefficient
of purity is remarkable and some of

the reports are higher than any re

ceived by the bureau of plant indus
try from the entire country during the

year 1906.
The analysis also proves that dry
farming produces the best beets,
which will make this crop a popular
one in the semi-ariregions of New
d

8.

KAUNE

& CO.

Celebrated Set Price Suits

$10.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00
Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetts" Men's
Shoes, "Best on Earth." Please call and convince yourself. No
trouble to show goods.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

CITY BOTTLING WORK8, Phone 3a
Muscular Paint Cured.
"During the summer of 1903 I was
troubled with muscular pains In the in- step of my foot," says Mr. S. Ped
lar, of Toronto, Ont. "At times It was
so painful I could hardly walk. Cham
berlain's Pain Balm was reoemmended
to me, so I tried it and was complete
ly cured by one small bottle. I have
since recommended it to several of my
friends, all of rhom speak highly of
it." For sale by all druggists.

"Elastic" Bookcase
the original and only

non-bindin- g,

dust-proo-

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Teritory of New Mexico, 1S97, fcheep
bound. $1; paper bound, 75c; Mis
souri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Code Pleadings, $6; the two for $10;
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1899, 1901, rnd 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
Flexible-Cove- r
full leather, 3; Sheriff's
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New Mex
ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3

per-

fect sectional bookcase
made. The doors are

WwM

f,

oper-

ate on roller bearings, and
cannot get out
of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers,
t Call and see them, or
send for catalog No. 103
New Mexican
By the
Printing Company, Local
agents. Santa FE, N. M.
positively

n

Proprietor.

Mall Service.
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Cut-of- f

Eastern Railway of New Mexico For
merly Opened to Traffic To
cleco

atia

Curios

Blanketa, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquolt, Garneta and Other Game.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beit of Everything In Our Una.

'

-

NEW TRAIN SERVICE
INAUGURATED TODAY

tan Fran

6

Cut-of- f

and reach OJo Mexico.
Callente at 4 p. m., the tamt day.
Thete watera contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fa to
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
of alkaline aalta to the gallon, being OJo Callente, $7.40. For firrthet par causes a free
yet gentle action of the
the richest alkaline Hot 8prlngt In tlculart, address, .
bowels through which cold Is forced
out of the system. Contains no opiates to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Cotopila-tioCorporation Laws 75c; Compilanor narcotics. Sold by 'xne Ireland
tion Mining Laws, 50c; jloney's DiPharmacy.
OJo Callente, Taos County, K .ffl
gest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list sclool blanks.

257

gy

y

15-pe- r

Tests

the world. The efficiency of these watera has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght'e
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphllltlo and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Female Complaints, eta
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
150 per
per day; $15 per week;
month.
Stage meeta Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request Thla resort la attractive at all
seasons and la open all winter. Passengers for OJo Callente can leave

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

f
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"SCHWABS"

Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County, New Mexico.
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Santa Fe at

n

this line has no heavy grades like
I
""7
those of Raton and Qlorieta mountains
on the main line.
A
The
has been in course of
v
p Las Vor&s
No other nation
produces half as construction for the past three years
much tanned, curried, and flnlahed and
an expenditure of
leather as the United States, which many represents
millions of dollars.
yields over
of the world's
supply. Six hundred and seventeen Good Cough Medicine For Children
tanneries contribute to this output.
The season for coughs and colda is
CSSl
for
The raw material includes a hundred now
Santa Rosa
at hand and too much care canYaforlaSy
Jf
and eight million hides and skins, in not be
used to protetc the children.
cluding a large number from Argen- A child Is much more
likely to contina. To tan this immense quantity
tract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
of leather, valued at over 250 million
he has a cold. The quicker you euro
dollars, laat year required over a mil- his cold the
less the riBk. Chamber'
lion and a quarter cords of tanbark,
Iain's Cough Remedy Is the sole re
worth nearly 13,000,OQO, and more
liance of many mothers and few of
than six hundred and fifty thousand
those who have tried it are willing to
burrela of tanning extract, worth
III
use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher, of
$8,700,000.
W. Va., says: "I have never
Ripley,
Over
of the tanbark conused anything other than Chambersumed comes from hemlock, and over
lain's Cough Remedy for my children
from oak; chestnut and
and it has always given good satisfacother woods contribute the remain- tion."
This remedy contains no opium
der. More extract is secured from
or other naroctic and may be given as
othall
from
than
chestnut, however,
to a child as to an adult.
A confidently
er domestic
woods combined.
small quantity of extract of a little For sale by all druggist:..
over a thousand barrels comes from
NOTICE.
the roots of palmetto.
Is
Notice
given that on the
is
the
hereby
Although
tanning Industry
widely distributed over the United 24th day of July, 1907, In accordance
States, the greater part of it is car- with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
WinWord
ried on In the states of Pennsylvania, 1907, the Tusas Peak Gold and Copper
;i(
of
of
Tusas, County
New York, Michigan, and Wisconsin, Mining Company,
of Rio Arriba, Territory of New Mexico,
which use more than
the tanning materials consumed. made application to the Territorial EnPennsylvania alone consumes over gineer of New Mexico for a permit to
nine hundred million pounds of bark appropriate from the Public Waters of
and extract worth $8,000,000, or 37 the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
per cent of the total value.
Since 1900 the quantity of tanbark from Vallecitos creek, at points on
land one mile south of Sibb-leused has fallen off
cent, alranch at head of Vallocltos Canon,
though its value has increased. During this period the consumption of by means of a dam and ditch in said
extract Increased from 67,000 to 660,- - Canon and 55 cu. ft. per sec. Is to be
000 barrels a year, of wnlch nearly conveyed to a power house a short
Rela- distance below dam by means of dam,
90,000 barrels were Imported.
STUDY T HE MAP.
tively small quantities of hemlock plpo and ditch and there used for powThe natural point on the New A., T. & S. F.
bark were imported from Canada, and er purposes.
for the distribu-The Territorial Engineer will take
tion of freight, having the advantag of the easy grades and short route
of mangrove bark from the West Into the East and West, and direct com munication will all points In the Terdies and Africa. In weight four times this application up for consideration
as much quebracho was imported in on the 30th day of December, 1907 and
ritory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the
Is open,
bark as in extract form, but tne value all persons who may oppose the grantSurrounded by a fine farming countr y. The purest water in New Mexico.
of the two forms was about the Bame. ing of the above application must file
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico. The
Bark brought the lowest price In their objections with the Territorial
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. Bhort line through New Meitloo
New Hampshire, and the highest in Engineer on or before that date.
L.
SULLIVAN.
VERNON
Willard
is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Ma?
of
an
with
$9.30
average
per
Oregon,
For information, cal on or addreta
Territorial Engineer.
cord. More than in bark the price of
extract varied widely according to the
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
material from which it was manufacThere is nothing better offered the
tured. The extract of quebracho, a public today for stomach troubles,
WILLARD, N.
than
etc.,
tree of Mexico, Central America, dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
South America, and the West Indies, KODOL. This is a scientific preparaof all im- tion of natural dlgestants combined
from which
XSMkX XXttSK V
OKX MCS
vssx
VV SX3CX9C
ported tanning materials are secured, with vegetable acids and it contains
barin
found
same
the
Juices
had an average price of $18 per
every healthy
rel; and hemlock brought $12.60 per stomach. KODOL Is guaranted to
barrel: oak $9.90 per barrel, and give relief. It Is pleasant to take; it
will make you feel fine by digesting
chestnut $9.12 per barrel.
THEODORE CORRJCK Proprietor.
Statistics of the consumption of what you eat. Sold by The Ireland
tanbark and tanning extract in 1906, Pharmacy.
with the
gathered In
Bureau of the Census, are given in
LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Circular 119 of the Forest Service
Connection maae with Automobile
This publication can be had upon ap Line at Torrance for Hoawell dally
FIR8T-CLA8- 8
5
fi
CARRIAGESEllVICE
l
plication to the Forester, U. S. De Automobile leaves Torrance for
GOOD
SADDLE
HORSES
of
4
Washington,
Roswell
Agriculture,
J
at a. m., and arrives at
partment
J
D. C.
Jt
at 12 noon. Automobile leave Ros
FINE R1Q8
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
'PHONE 132.
rives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
Beware of Frequent Colds.
la
between
Santa
Fe
and
Torrance
A succession of colds or a
15.80 and between Torrance and Ros
cold is almost certain to end in
well $10. Reserve seats oi automo
chronic catarrh, from which few per
bile by wire.
sons ever wholly recover. Give every
J. W. STOCKARD,
cold the attention It deserves and you
Automobile Line
Manager
I am Sole Agent in this city for
may avoid this disagreeable disease.
How can you cure a cold? Why not try
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy? It is Take DeWltt's Kidney ana Bladder
are for weak back, Inflam
highly reoemmended. Mrs. M. White Pills; they
of Butler, Tenn., says: "Several years mation of the bladder, backache and
weak kidneys.
Sold by The Ireland
of
ago I was bothered with my throat and

LEATHER INDUSTRY
AND THE FOREST

Ros-wel-

T

con-taglo-

FAQS THREE

cut-of- f

Backache is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you gues8ANTA FE CENTRAL.
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe sing.
Learn the cause then cure It.
1:40 p. m.
Nine times out of ten it comes from
No. 2. Northbound
arrives Santa
the kidneys.
Fe 6:28 p. m.
That's why Doan'a Kidney Pills
cure It
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Cure every kidney 111 from backache
No. 426. Eastbound 'eaveB Santa
to
11
diabetes.
a. m.
Fe
Here's a Santa Fe case to prove It.
No. 425 Westbouni arrives Santa
Fe 4 p. m.
Pasquale Yanni, living on College
street, Santa Fe, New Mexico, says:
"Some four years ago I gave a testiATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA
monial touching on the merits of
Branch
Doan's
Kidney Pills. I then stated
Arrive at 8anta Fe Station.
1 procured at
No. 721
11:10 a. m that this remedy, which
Ireland's
had
Pharmacy,
positively
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:55 p. m. relieved me of pain in the back which
had troubled me to quite an extent for
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
some
time. If the primary cause of
m.
a.
720
8:25
No.
4:20 p. m, this annoyance was not from the naNo. 722
7:40 p. m. ture of my work it was surely aggraNo. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10 vated by sitting at the hench and beand 2 east, and No. I limited, west at ing in a stooped position for at such
times my back was especially painful.
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at The claims made for Doan's Kidney
Pills were positively carried out In
Lamy.
my case for not only did they give
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9, strength and tone to the kidneys, thus
freeing me from the backache, but
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
effected a cure that has been absolute
Main Line Via Lamy.
and
permanent up to date.
1
No.
stops at all stations.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
Co., Buffalo,
to Albuquerque to discbarge passen- cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
New
sole
for
the United
York,
agents
Fe.
from
Santa
gers
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. n States.'
Remember the name Doan's
and
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No. take no other.
10 from the south and No. 3 from
the east.
"HO! OYSTERS! HO!"
The first of the season Just received
at the only
short ordei
(Homestead Entry No. 7321.)
The
Bon
where
house,
Ton,
they are
Notice For Publication.
served to your taste. Call and
being
of
the
Interior,
Department
be convinced. They handle A. Booth's
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 21, 1907 New York oysters, which come In
Notice Is hereby given that Cresen-cl- sealed cans.
Garcia of Jemes, N. M., has filed
DeWltt's Kianey and Bladder Pills
notice of his Intention to make final
five year proof in support of his claim, afford quick relief for all forms of
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7321 made bladder and kidney trouble. A week's
Sold by Th3 Iresec- treatment, 25 cents.
November 17, 1902, for the SW
land
3
E.
Pharmacy.
18
tion 24, Township
N., Range
and the said proof will be made be"BOOTH'S FRESH OYSTERS."
fore M. C. de Baca, Probate Clerk,
at Bernalillo, N. M., on December 28,
Black Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
1907.
Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads,
He names the following witnesses Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
to prove his continuous residence up- Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
Ton Restaurant, where they can cook
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Juan Gayegas, Francisco Gallegos, Just to your taste.
Jose Ylario Ruls, Juan Mestas, all of
DeWltt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Balleclto, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Sold by The
Salve. Get DeWltt's.
Register. Ireland Pharmacy.

These Celebrated Hot Springe are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-a
8tatlon, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stages runt to the springs.
The temperature of these watera is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gates are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry .and delightful the year
round. There la now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourltta. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other
dlteasea, are not accepted.

SANTA FE. N.M.

The New Mexican ranting Company is prepared to furnish cards de
vislte for ladles and for gentlemen on
short notice in first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or
printed. Call on the New Mexican

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 18. Train Printing Compaiy.
service over the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico was Inaugurated today,
For the present only pouch mall will Cures Biliousness, Sick
be carried but later the government
Headache, Sour Stotn
will instal a railway mail service.
The opening of the Belen
f
as,
ach, Torpid Liver and
It is commonly called means much
Constipation
to central New Mexico. The new line
will be used mostly by the Santa Fe
tab
for heavy traffic from taat to west as

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
of better grades of printing and bindingcaters particularly
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littli
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in tin
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the prioi
asked for it, and this price i based on accurate knowledge of tht
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Addreti Thi Nen
printing and binding in the Territorysays it makes a specialty
executed and at Right Pricos.

Cleanses tht lyctsa

cut-of-

i

Chronic

fhtftAit

axaiive Frost Syrep
IRELAND PHARMACY.'

thoroughly and clesrs
sallow complexions cf
pimples and blotchta
It U

suarft.&tf4

"
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The Big Store
For Christmasour display of toys, novel-itie- s
and goods arc the largest we ever
hid. Every department of our store is very
well represented. This is the season of the
year when we have hundreds of lacficsand
hundredsof men patrons and we enjoy wait-inon them. The fact is we have just the
things for Xmas gifts. Most everything In
g

our store for

in

51

PFPSflNAI MFWTinAJ
i
i

TH li Blli UtiKlSOlAiS

the market is represented
Xmas presents.

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA F

If you cannot find seme thing to

phase you hste yoti certainly
dont want to buy.

JL

21.

WEDNE8DAY, DECEMBER

tl

v.'W

J

STNS.

Our handsome display and

most anythir g

you wish for and we rc sure we can please
the public not only in the large stock and
the different varities, but you would be

surpriscdat our ridiculous low prices.

Be sure and visit our store
and take advant age of
the hadsome display of
m
electric lights,.
You never saw anything like it in

Santa Fe.

NATHAN SALMON.
SUBSCRIBE FOU THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

H5

u

Hi

CHRISTMAS

CARLOAD FROM THE
HOME OF THE BIG
:
..
. .
RED APPLE

1

and

SANTA CLAUS

careful

wife will always

with

$DoliD2?Ki&r

ciatul

WINTER GROCERY COMPANY.
Fe.

Telephone No. 40.

PURE FOOD WfllSflEY

Positive

For

m

fliiamSSVunf

Selig

Wholesale and Retail

e

:o

Furniture

.'Company,

Pure Food Law
have not changed any of our
labels.

II

A bottle of

HENRIONS' TAR EXPECTORANT

For Coughs and Cofds
Sold and Guaranteed by

hb

25 and 50 cents
Phone

mi

41

Admission
Reserved Seats

50c

Headacho
Tablets
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Twenty-fou-

r

Hours

75c

DTDA

U

5E

L

HreBowl
Twice
As Heavy As

Others,

Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablet

coaxes blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect Is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently
though safely, it surely equalises the blood

Fire

J

Triangular
Grate Bars

0

In the head peln anywhere, has ltt cause.
Mb it congestion, pain If blood pressure-nothi- ng
else usually. At least, so says Dr. Snoop, and to
prove It be has created a little pink tablet. Tint

Dr. Shoop'9

The Ireland Pharmacy

Airtight

Wm

If you hare a headache, it's blood prossuia.
If It's painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood
That surely is a
congestion-blo- od
pressure.
certainty, for Dr. Stoop's Headache Tablets stop
ft in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
Braise your finger, and doesn't it get red, and
well, and pain youT Of course it does. It's congestion, blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
always. It's simply Common Sense.
We leU at 8ft eents, and cheerfully recommend

.

HOT BLAST COAL HEATERS

ELKS

tablet-cal- led

THE CLUB."

94.

D. S. LOWITZKI

'

inbond-T- he

41

ai initio
' v uiikjo.
r
juiiai
China Ware and Glass Ware

COST

Out goods having been bought

Phone

OF

BALLARD'S

Auspices of the

Phone No.

MORE

Pf 0

Keep wsruppiiea

D

15

Plaza, Santa

NEVER

COMPLETE OR BETTER

PR1$00,

1E1

15

Southeast Corner

HERE

de-sld-

--

9

WILL SOON

I

y

AZTEC

Cheer Up and Get Busy

Manuel B. Otero ia visiting friends
at Albuquerque.
BE
Hon. T. B. Catron left last night for
Alouquerque, going thither on legal
business.
Attorney A. B. Renehan left last
night for Albuquerque on professional
HAD A
business.
Miss Nina Otero has returned home
after a three months' visit with
LINE
friends In Albuquerque.
I
A. Frank arrived In the city last
evening from Espanola where he Is
engaged in business and is a guest at
the Claire.
E, It. Paul, assistant auditor of the
Santa Fe Central Railway and its al
lied corporations, left last night on a
business trip to Albuquerque.
Mrs. Carrie Nation was a passenger
1
iam3sm&t'iM'Mmmp!imr.!mcCm
yesterday for California. She stopped
To select from than what
off a few days In Las Vegas to see
A
Cure
the sights of the Meadow City.
we have on display Toys,
Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Fores,
Lieutenant F. W. Ball, U. S. army,
Fur 5, Leather Goods,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
the rocrulting officer who has charge
Bunions
Corns,
all
Ills.
and
Brass Goods, DolJs, Umof recruiting stations in New Mexico,
was in the city yesterday on business
SHE KNOWS.
brellas, Smoking Jackat the local office.
Mrs. C. II. Runyon, Stan-berr- y,
ets, etc., and all the LatR. N. Maxwell, of Estancla, manaMo. writes:
I hava
est Novelties.
of
Snow
the
used
Torrance
Liniment and can't
ger
County Leader,
one of the new weekly newspapers In
say onouch for It, for Rheu-rnatlRrtSttJi.MiM 4mtit:mivtir
Hfai rf jfe.
and nil pains. It is
the valley, was In the city yesterday
tlio
mofit
useful
medicine
to
and today on business.
have ia the house."
District Court Clerk Secimdino Ro
Ihree Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00
mero of Las Vegas, has gone to La
Junta, Colorado, In the vicinity of
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
which town he has a large number of
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
sheep for winter feeding.
I. A. Dye, of Albuquerque, who Is
manager of the big saw mill In Cochl- Sold and Recommended by
tl canon, was an arrival last night in
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
Santa Fe, and registered at the Claire.
He came here on business.
Mrs. Lucia M. Hervey, who ia in they will take up their permanent resMr. Hervey will join I
the Southwest gathering data for. a idence here.
'Phone 36
P. 0. B. 219.
Governor
and others of the IrCurry
series of descriptive stories returned
on
to Albuquerque last night from a tour rigation commission who are going
a tour of the Pecos valley.
of western New Mexico and Arizona.
Governor Curry left this morning
Land Commissioner Robert P. Er- vlen and Mrs. Ervien are planning to for Albuquerque where he will hold a
leave in a few days for Roswell where conference today relative to the state
they will spend Christmas with their hood situation and the personnel of
"
S
two sons, who are cadets at the New the delegation of statehood boomers
yfMexico military institute.
who will be sent to Washington. From
Edward C. Burke, secretary of the Albuquerque he will leave tomorrow
Territorial Statehood League, left this with a committee of the board of congoing trol of the National Irrigation Congress
morning for Albuquerque,
thither in company with Governor on a tour of the Pecos Valley in the
Curry, to attend a meeting there to- Interest of both statehood and the
day held for the purpose of discuss- Irrigation convention. He will be ab
sent from the Capital several days.
ing statehood.
AT
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Starr, Miss
O.
Fullen
Louis
of
District
Attorney
Irene Dodds and Albert Anker, mem the Fifth
judicial district, will move
bers of the Wilbur Starr Concert from Carlsbad of which town he has
Company, arrived in the city today, been a resident Jor ten years to Rosand will give a concert tonight at the well and
open a law office in the lat
of
opera house under the auspices
ter
town. Ho has secured very good
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 461, B. P. O. office accommodations in the second
Elks.
of the First National Bank
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa story
for active
and will be
building
will leave tomorrow for Las Vegas business In about tenready
He has
days.
where he will meet his daughter Miss made the move as Roswell is the most
EES
Julia Jaffa who is coming here to central town in the district and as
spend her holiday vacation with her the Chaves county docket is the most
When You Want to Buy,
parents. Miss Jaffa is a student at important in the district. Although
Wolfe Hall, a finishing school for Mr. Fullen has been district attorney
Sell or Exchange
girls in Denver.
but three months ho has already
Sheriff Charles L. Ballard, or una-ve- s made a
very good record in territorial
county, who spent the day here criminal cases.
yesterday on official business and In
consultation with Governor Curry, left
(Continued On Page Eight.)
last evening for his home at Roswell,
I
via El Paso. He went tuat way as
The New Mexican Printing Comhe had business matters to look after
pany is prepared to do the best of
In the Pass City.
brief work in short order and at very
Hon. Amado Chaves, of Albuquer reasonable rates. Lawyers
e
who
que, who has been at Tome, Valencia
to have their briefs printed rapcounty, on a visit to his niece, Miss idly and correctly and to present them
Keep Busy Until You Find
rewho
sick
has
is
there,
Montoya,
to the Supreme Court now In session
turned home. Miss Montoya will be here on time, should call on the New
able to travel in a day or two and will Mexican Printing-Companthen proceed to Albuquerque where
she will remain until fully recovered.
Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
Captain W. E. Dame, formerly a
resident of Cerrillos, was in Albuof Picture Moulding,
querque yesterday en route from Coli-ma
Mexico, where he is managing
large saw mill, to New York City, on
business connected for the company
which owns the timber and the saw
mill managed by him. He will be in
Wednesday Evg. Dec. 18
the east about two weeks.
4
"BLACK-DIAMON- D"
N. E. Stevens of Albuquerque, grand
secretary and grand scribe of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows in
New Mexico, has gone to Carrizozo,
where tomorrow evening he will institute a lodge. From Carrizozo he
will go to Capitan where he will offMassive
iciate at the institution of another
Absolutely
lodge.
Rotary Crusher
Attorney General James M. Hervey
Grate
will leave tonight for Roswell where
he will spend Christmas wltn his
Star Concert Co.
family. When he returns to the Capital the latter part of the month he
Keep
will be accompanied by hi3 family and

.

Come and See

1907.

18,

WiU Not

in a

Warp

Few Seconds,

and

Every Evening and Wednesday
Saturday Matineea.

MOVING PICTURES:
How Brown Saw the Ball Game.
Neighbors Who Borrow.
The Blacksmith's Daughter.

The Most
Obstinate .
Clinkers Can
Be Removed

h "BlacR Diamond" Heater ia better made, Is morei
t,
will last longer and can be operated at leea
expense than any other heater on the marKet ti a 0

air-tigh-

PRICE WITHIN REACH OF ALL

Song... ..."My Little ureole Babe."
MOVING PICTURES.
Story of Hamlet
"Quick, I'm on Fire."

,

.

,

Change of. Programme
.

.

....

.

Monday

and

Thursday.

10o
Admltelon
20c
Reserved Seats
Doors open at 7 o'clock: Performance
At 7:30 and 8:30 o'clock

................

w
Ha dVat e Company.'!

1

I

AOTA FB.NEW MEXICAN, SAOTA FE,

DECEMBER 18, 1907.

WEDNESDAY,

??? Yo
M

Can
you

off-han-

s

uiao umi

iu

called style.
You recognizj it when you see it, and
suit
you often wonder why it is tha a
made by one tailor has so much more
snap and tone about it than the same style
suit made by another tailor
desired element

day.

XXX

X

Xt

X

and if the garments are not in everyway

to your liking we don't wart you to
it?
accept them. That's fair, isn't
Men's Outfitter.

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
OF DEPOSIT A ND 8AVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with ua NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any pur
pote whatsoever, you will find ua amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very beat terme and rates
obtainable anywhere.

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING
BBBBWBBS1

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
Houses. Try Us.
p3U fpsa n

HAS

iS3 y
Main Office. LA

papere of any

j'

;.r

MBMMMSMSBMSa

Documento

Garantlza'Jo.

2

Title Bond and Lease
sheet.
Property,

bgg

LIVERY STABLE

A Car of San Juan

FINE RI6S, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HCKS.

Count,

New

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9

1

EX

CLOSE Pi.
"

Zt

l

"

'

'""

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

YOU

when you strike this establlshmeent
we handle nothing but
FRIST-CLAS-

S

FLOUR AND FEED.

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

LEO

HIHSCH

Wholesale ana Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEX.,
-

CALL

Ap SEE TOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CHRISTMAS GOODS
8

S

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
J ewelry , Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S

3. SPIU

WQAfL.

iiut n

M. as.

i

n . u .,
i.wsrv, r. lit. r.

A

of

-

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

Mexico

w (si?

A

FANG T

plcgo.l
Mining

Warrant, 4 sheet
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
License,
Application for Marriage
Eng., 2 sheet.
Application for Marriage License,
Spanish, 2 sheet.
.Missouri Pleading Forms, $5, postage 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10. Adapted to New
Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
Iiws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901
and 1903; English or Spanish,
pamphlet $2.25; full leather $3;;
1905, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
12.75; full leather, $3.50; postage
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Postage 45c.
240 J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.'
Postage 45c.
320 Page J. P. Docket, 4 Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
480 Page hand made Journal, $5.75.
480 Page hand made Ledger, $C50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports. Full Sheep $6.50; Postage

None Wormy

'

money-earnin-

USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE WIFE: A Dinner Set, or some of our
beautiful Plates, Cups and Saucers, Vases, Bowls, Cream-

4

ers and Sugars, Sauce and Berry Dishes, Glasses and water Pitchers, Baking Dishes, Chafing Dishes, Standard
Silverware, Tableware, Tea or Coffee Tot in Alumnum,
Nickle, Granite, Enamel or Tin, Cooking Stoves, Heaters
and Ranges, Tin and Granite Ware, Furniture, Beds
Mattresses Springs, Pillows, Shades, Wall Paper, Carpet
Mattresses, Springs, Pillows, Shades. USEFUL PRES-

25c.

or Affected

'4

Chafing Dish or beautiful set of Silverware, new Saddle,
Bridle or Quirt, pretty Writing Desk, Wardrobe, Dresser
or Chiffonier, Rocker or Sewing chair, beautiful Bed,
Couch or Davenport, USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE HUSBAND: A set of Tools, Gardening
Outfit, Hunting Outfit and a splendid Shot Gun or Rifle,
Driving Outfit, pretty Runabout, set of Single or Double
g
harness, Saddle or Bridle, Shaving Set and a
Safety Razor, good Desk or Pocket Knife, Rocker,
Couch or easy Chair, Dresser, Wardrobe or Chiffonier,
Carving Set, Table Set or beautiful piece of Table Ware,

1--

1--

'.--

PRESENTS.
FOR THE BOY: A new Sled, Wagon or Velocipcd,
Wheelbarrow, an Irish Mail Car, or a Coaster, a pair of
Skates, or Rollers, a Pocket Knife, Hamilton or Repeating
Rifle, Cartridge Belt and Hunting or Fishing Outfit,
beautiful Cup and Saucer. USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE GIRL: A new Sled or a pair of Skates, a
dainty Pocket Knife or pair of Scissors, a pretty plate or
set of Dishes, beautiful Picture Plates, Reading Lamp,

1--

I

to P

Vfy

t- -

FOR BABY: A new Crib or Drop-Sid- e
Iron Bed, a
pretty High Chair or Kocker, a beautiful Mug or Drinking Cup, an excellent pair of Manicure Scissors. USEFUL

'

When in Need of Anything in the Liyery
Line. Drivers Punched. Rates Right.

'

Ussa ffjsa

1

1--
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y

useful Presents

2

H.S.KAUNE 8 CO.

-

7

y

kind, such as deede, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of uf
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
papers will be eafe In our fre-pre-

ZSSSSSSSS

I

e

ED. EHLE,

I

15

Prepared .to Fui Small or Large Orders for Anything in

Ar-mij- o

Let us take your measure today

F

X

ace Avenue.
Come in and let us show you what
we have in holiday goods.
Fischer
Drug Company.
A marriage license was issued today by Probate Clerk George W.
to Miss Evelyn Bell Dougherty, aged 23, of Santa Fe, and
Charles Leonard Castle, aged 33, of
Silver City.
ALBUQUERQUI, N. M.
If you want to appear in dress before the public buy your clothes from
Nathan Salman.
wed-diu- g
Owing to the Dougherty-Castlwhich will take place this evenSUI1ABLE FOH XMAS GIFTS
ing the Elks entertainment at the
opera house will not begin until 9
Handsome Veil, Neck Drape, a fine
p. m. in order that people who wish
Hat, Ostrich Plumes, Pretty Hand
to may attend both nuptials and show.
Fine pipes, cigar cases, purses, toilBag, Collars, Kid Gloves, Dolls, Felt
et sets, etc., for the gontlemen at
Hats, Back and Side Combs. Some
Fischer Drug Company.
of stamped linen and matepieces
H. C. Yontz has installed a handrial
to
work
it or a Birthday Pillow
some mahogany wall case In his jewor
to
other
which
store
adds
Top,
fancy work.
elry
materially
the appearance of the interior. The
wall case is a massive affair with a MISS. A. MUGLER, S. E. of Plaza
big French beveled mirror in the center and is used for the display of
cut glass and the larger pieces in tainment of Wilbur Starr Concert com-lmnwhich will be the attraction tosilverware.
Come and leave your measure with night at the opera house under the
us. This is the time of the year we auspices of Santa Fe Lodge, No. 461,
0. Elks. Regarding this
make big reductions. Nathan Salmon. H P.
Brisk cold wind3 prevailed through- attraction the Trinidad Advertiser
out last night and the temperature says: "The Starrs are a stellar comdropped down to eleven degrees. At pany. The entertainment was a pro6 o'clock this morning the tempera- nounced success.
The edifice was
ture was 14 degrees. The maximum crowded to the doors and some altemperature yesterday was 32 de- most had to be turned away. The
grees at 3:40 p. m., and the minimum Wilbur Starr Concert company was
temperature 12 degrees at 11 p. m., excellent and unsurpassaLie; in fact,
the mean temperature for the 24 hours mere words fail to convey any aderelaquate idea of its merit one had to
being 22 degrees. The average
be there, and see it and hear it, to
tive humidity was 72 per cent.
Shopping bags, toilet cases, per feel the sense of elation it afforded.
fumes, candy, etc., for tae ladles atj
Fischer Drug Company.
(Continued on Page Eight.) . . .
No moving picture show tonight at
the opera house owing to the enterLEGAL BLANKS.

SANTA FE HABERDASHERY.

vault!

X

Elks' concert tonight.
Chiristmas presents to suit every
purse at Fischer Drug Company.
We are selling smoking jackets and
bath robes for this week at cost. Nathan Salmon.
Narciso Mondragon, the jeweler on
Don Gaspar avenue, is confined by
illness to his residence on upper Pal-

mere fol'cw-'in- g
goods alone. It isn't in the
of the outlines of a figui e on a fashion
it in the suits and
plate, but you will find
overcoats which are made to measure by

If you have valuable

X

n

rev
LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Forecast for New Mexico. X
Fair tonight and Thursday X
with warmer weather Thurs- - X
JS

It isn't in the quality of the

ON CERTIFICATES

citTtorcs)
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just what it is that

d

unpen la

i.ftu

mTnor

cannot tell

N.H.

Auto de Prlsion, 4 plicso
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Bond for Deed,
iheet.
aheet.
Official Bond,
Bond of Indemnity, 2 iheet.
"
leather 16c; paper 14c.
Compiled Laws of N. M., $9.50. Post'
age 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather
$1.00; paper bound, 75c. Postage
1--

2

ENTS.

2

1--

Good

peepers

Now is time to put

in

you winter supply

PRICES

REASONABLE

We have the

following

varieties:

Hunter wine Sap.
Rome Beauty,
Walbrage and
Ben Davis

Miscellaneous
Gaming License,

$1.25 each.
50

Mail Orders Solicited,

mmmmmiimz. t)

7c.

Notary Records,

The Famous Falstaff Beer
Agent for

-

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
Waien.

so

SODA WATER,
Doalro.
Flavor

I

you

Ordtrt Filled for

Mail Order
Any Amount.
will Receive Prompt Attention.

it.

Phone 38.
MtozHMi Avenue.

Santa Fe. N.

r

I.

WHY DID YOU COME WEST ?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, flsh, breathe fresh, pure air, aee mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
and et food that needs no pure food law.
That'g why yen came west!
There Is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the hlfr"iest mountains of the Rockies on t ic upper Pecos river; ideal a'Mtude, 7,000 feet, and
ffarm with trout
temperature Identical wlU Santa Fe. Its stream
The
and the woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
rancher live the life of the west. There are mountain Hon, bears, deer
and wolves for the hunter. There are saddle ponies to be had for the
asking, rooms la a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas, tent
rooms or a cabin If you want it. The days are never dull. You see a
great ranch eand the genulni western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs--all
you can drink and eat Sleep In blankets at night Ash In your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend more than $9 a week If you
tried. It the place you are looklcg for. Accommodations for bofh men
and women.
VALLIV RANCH, roce h, m.
fsqolre tkli fifltt or iddres

u

IT'
V

New Mexico Military Irstiltf

HENRY
KRICK
Sol

Any

y

In Book, $3.00.

And All Kinds of Mineral

ninco.
ME

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.
Phone No. 83.

P.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officer Detailed by War Depart
ment.. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
IN CLASS "A."
course, preparing
Thorough Academic
young men for college or foi business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest
location of any Military School in the Union.
Located in the beautiful Pecos Valley the
garden spot of the West at an elevation
of 3,700 feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during session.
Eleven fficers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly
furnished, heated,
lighted and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
G. Hamilton,
Vice President; J, Phslps
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secretary, and W. A. Finlay.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Proinv

Attention. Send for Catalogue.
W

"

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
610 ft. Broadway, Los Angelea, Calif.

v

"

tA
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Santa Fe Central

n UJJliwfU it

Rail-

A

1

1

Stations.

Ml

Fa...Arr
Lv....Hauta
" .... .Kennedy....
"

(DP

i 4!p

Stanley ...
M
Moriarty ...
" .... .Mcintosh...
"
Kftanoia.,,.
"
Wlilard....
Arr....Torraues..L?
"

8 36 D
4 9p
P
6 4 p
8

lp
nop

"

"
"
"

bertns aecured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connection:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

At Kennedy, with Atchison,
At
& Santa Fe Railway.
with El Paso & Southwestern

To-pek- a

Tor-rane-

e

fcyit6in.

t. I. GRIM SHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent

it k

St Luis 111!

PASSENGER

P

mmi

it

Mil

No.

II

Auto
Car
Dally
Ex. Sun.

Co.

SCHEDULE

Friday.
7 00 a.m
7 25
1 60

120
10

I

10

9 58
20
80
20

10

tt

00 p. m.
4 23 p. in.
4 43 p m
6 00
p. in,
5 10 p. m.
IS W p. m
55 p. m
6 15 p. m
6 30 p. in,

a.m

m.
m
m.
m
a m.
p. m

7

00

IT 7

45

a. m.
a. m

from
Raton
0

RATON, N. M,
CLIFTON HOUSE

Arrtvei

PRESTON.
KOEHLER, JUNCTION
KOEHLKB

Lv.

VERMEJO

j

S3

Ar.

UBKttuauau

41

"

CIMARRON
PARK

47

fUTE

Ar
Lr!

12 IS
11 57
II 40
1 00
11 10
10 25

STATIONS

Dally

Ex. 8un.
m.
in.
m,
m
m
m,
m
m
m

5 55
10

T5

p. m
o ru

2
1

85
05

p.
p.
p,
20 p.
10 p.
05 p.
05 p.
45 p.
15 p.
40 p.
40 p.
45

m.
to
m,
m,
m,
m,
m.
m,
m
m.
m,

DES M'UNBS. N. M
CAPULIN VEGAS
VIGIL

Leave

0
11
22
25
111

Arrive)

42
42
49

Lea e.
Arrive

I

.

THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM
CUFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
CLIFTON H USB JUNCTION
RATON, N. M

Arrive

Leave

( Arrive

Leaves

1000 a. m.
9 25 a. m.
8 45
8 30
8 05
7 30
7 20
7 00

M Paso 4 Southwest-rRy. train 124, arriving In Dawson, N. M at 8:10 p. in.
El Paso A Southwestern Ry . train 125, leaving Dawson, N. M. at 10:06 a. a .
N
M., meets trains at Preston. N. M.
rlouteu,
Stage to and from Taos and Ellsabethtown, N. M.
Track connection with A. T. & 8. F Ry., at Raton and Preston, with C. & S. By. at Des Moines, and
at Vermejo. N. M.
Cimarron, N. M . Is depot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Ponil Park, Rayado and Red Lakes,
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following stations In N. M.i Arroyo Seoo, Aurora, Baldy, Black Lakes,

a. m.
a. m,
a. m.

a. ra
a. m.
a. m.

;a Connects

ty.

Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining and Valdez.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent.
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.

COMING BACK

TRIPS AND SAVE TEN CENTS ON
0

yOU

Rates.

on or Address
G. H. DON ART, AGT.

Elizabeth-own-

,

W. A. GORMAN,
Gen. Passenger Agt,

RATON, N.

M-

Louis; W. C. Wyatt, Denver; W. E.
Smith, La Veta, Colorado; E. R.
Los Angeles; W. L. Burton, St.
Louis.
Claire.
W. R. Lucas, Carlsbad; C. L. Ballard, Roswell; L A, Dye, Albuquerque;
A. Frank, Espanola; M. M. Carson,
Denver; C. B, Dwire, Taos; D. A.
Walker, Nashville, Tennessee; A. J.
Homer, Denver.
Normandle.
James Chandler, Denver; W. M.
Darnall, T. L. Darnall, W. D. Dicks,
Durango, Colorado; R, N. Maxwell,

:

:
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Tetter and Salt Rheum,
.The intense itching, characteristic
of these ailments is almost instantly
allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
severe cases have been cured by It
For sale by all druggists.
For Eezema

"

Mt '

r

'fffj f

ptetEMSiOIlS

3

H. B. Cartwfight & Bro.,

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
HOLIDAY RATES.

For the Christmas and New Tear
holidays, round trip tickets will be
sold from Santa Fe to points In New
A
Mexico, Colorado and Texas (El Paso
Line) as follows:
fc
To points In New Mexico and to
inn
r-itrV
El Paso, the fare will be one and one- third for the round trip.
Tickets on sale Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 28, 29, 30, 31 and January 1st with
final limit of January 6th, U08.
(FRAY PATENT.)
to
Colorado
Tickets
Denver,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.
Springs, and Pueblo, will be one fare
for the round trip. On sale December
23, 24, 25, 30, 31 and January 1st, 1908,
The New Mexican Printing Com- Final return limit January 6th, 1908.
Tha New Mexican Printing Oom- an Is prepared to do the best of pany has the largest most mdorn and
Below you will find the round trip
brief work in short order and at very best arranged book bindery In ""the rates to Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo as follows:
reasonable rates. Lawyers who
The best kind of work
Southwest.
Denver $15.80; Colorado Springs
to have their briefs printed
and correctly and to present them onry turned out. Prices very low and $13.60, and to Pueblo $12.25.
For rates to other points please call
to the Supreme Court now In session eatlsfaction guaranteed. If you have
here on time, should call on the New doors to bind, whether " the largest on or 'phone 42 or 78 who will be glad
to furnish you information desired.
Mexican Printing Company.
ledger or Journal, or magazines and
O. H. DONART,
pamphlets or need any other binding
T. and S. F. R. R., City.
A.,
Agent,
of
for
call
figures, samples and prices
Keep your imsiness ever Before the
Mexican Printing Company.
publlo by advertising in. your home the New
Subscribe tor the Dally New MexiIs knxloua to serve you
The
has
company
advertiser
A
always
good
paper,.
and get the news.
can
rates.
will
and
give you satisfactory
success In apy honest enterprise.

jr.

of Pride.

etc,

Coronado.
A. F. Ogle, Enid, Oklahoma;

BLANK

Montezuma Lodge, No.
F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of eacn month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
1, A.

San Joan

For Particulars call

OPENING

MA80NIC.

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

Stinefeldt, Hanover, Kansas.

FLAT

SOCIETIES.

i

DIRECT ROUTE

Eln-kea-

SANTA FE STATIONS FOR LOCAL

If you contemplate a trip this Fall Fast,
West, North or Scuth, let us name

W

S.

Ward Piatt, Miss Alice P. Barnard,
Philadelphia; A. F. Fulevlde, St,

TRIP TICKET BETWEEN

THE DOLLAR

Cerro,

&

Palace.

BEFORE STARTING PURCHASE
ROUND

E. P.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

?

FRATERNAL

Me-nud-

Tuesday

Connects with
with
Stagefor Van
it Conneoti with
T

Friday

6
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3

Tburtday
Saturday

Des

20 p. m

No3C

Monday
Wednesday.

No. 20

from

m.
m.
ra.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Auto

Car

p.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a
iu in a.
53a.
9 35 a.

Moines

Saturday

2

Dally

9

Miles

Tuesday
Thursday

2

Leaves

7
13
20
23

Ar'.V.V.

No. 21

It 00 a.
tl 40a.
12 25
p.
12 40 p.
1 15
p.
1 SO p.
2 00 p,

No.
STATIONS

4

a. m
a. m
a.
a.
a.
a,

Miles

No. 1
Dally

m

cor-aiall-

In Effect September 1, 1907.
Monday
Wed.

'

I

business.
Pullman

way.

?a

"Z:::,

7,000 5 28
6,060 4 29
6,370 3 86
6,250 300
6,170 2 85
8,140 2 M
6,125 12 41
6 4?r 11 16

Freight, Passenger and Steamship

ft mmmmm

5

au ouuaw was
her brother.
Probably ther U tint twfc
zample of family pride.
GRACE ADA HOWE.

Original.

No 2

Alt!

Tragedy

?ft!--

Don Rafael Alvarado, a wealthy citizen of Mexico, claimed descent from
.LAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
tfcot Altrnrnrin vohn mailo tho fnmnild
To Los Angeles and San Francisco,
u:L,7;r
w
u. uC
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
ieaP
!Callfornia and return. Regular six
when Cortez's army repeated from month t,cket on gale da,ly year round(
1, R. A. M.
Regular convocation Beeond
tne capitoi. uou uatueis uucesiors to
Angele8 and retUrn, $56.90 to;
Monday of each month
had acquired a large iraci or iana in San Francisco, and return $66.90, 30
at Masonlo Hall at
ancient Tlascala, one of the Mexican days west bound transit limit on the
7:30 p. m.
provinces, and one of them at one time above tickets,
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Mexico City, Mex., and Return,
owned a gold mine. In Don Rafael's
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Sec'y.
Regular nine months' ticket on sale
youth the family wealth had been very
great, and wealth and ancestry are the dally to City of Mexico and return,
Sant . Fe Commindery No.
father and mother of pride. The young from Santa Fe $63.95 very low rates
As?1
1, K. T. Regular conclave
man was brought up to consider no one for side trips to different points In Old
second Saturday In each'
In Mexico his equal, that Mexico was Mexico.
month at Masonic Hall
made especially for the Alvarados and Annual Meeting of tho Geological So.
1:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
that an Alvarado could not accept a clety of America, Albuquerque, N.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
favor or withhold one.
M., December 30, 1907 JanuDon Rafael lived on his hacienda, a
ary First, 1908.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
large estate that remained from the For the above occasion the Santa
original grant of the king of Spain. Fe will sell tickets to Albuquerque and 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
From his walls the portraits of his return for $5.45. On sale December Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
ancestors looked down on him, all 26, 27 and 28, final return limit thirty on the third Saturday of each month
seeming to say the same words, "Re- days from date of sale.
at 7:30 o'clock In the
in
member that you are an Alvarado." Side Trip to the Grand Canyon of Ari- Masonic Hall, south side evening
of Plaza.
Covering one end of the banquet room
zona.
y
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
was a painting of the original AlvaraIn connection with the above meetinvited to attend.
do making the wonderful leap.
CHARLE8 A. WHEELON, 32,
ing side trip tickets will be sold to the
Don Rafael upon his accession to the grand canyon and return
1, 2
Venerable Master,
January
property began to outdo any of his and 3 rate of $18.95, limit 30 days,
HENRY F. 8TEPHENS, 14, Sec.
progenitors in splendor of living and with stop overs in either direction.
He had a sister, Dona This will enable
hospitality.
passengers to stop at
I. O. O. F.
Isabel, who was an especially attrac- Adamana, Arizona for side trip to pettive feature In his home. She attempt- rified forests.
ed to check her brother in his extravSanta Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
G. H. DONART,
agance, pointing out to him that those
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Agent.
he was entertaining were bleeding him
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
and at the rate he was proceeding he For That Dull
Atfer
Feeling
Eeatlng. Visiting brothers welcome.
would soon have nothing left. But her
MAX KALTER, N. G.
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
warning was of no avail. Some of the and Liver Tablets for some time and
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
guests taught their host gambling can testify that they have done Tuh
DAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.
games, others borrowed money. Both more
evgood than any tablets I have
methods were employed to Impoverish
er used. My trouble was a heavy dull
B, P. O. E.
him. Gradually his bank account meltDavid Freeman,
ed away, his revenues became mort- feeling after eating
Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tablets
gaged, and at last ruin stared him In
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
strengthen the stomach and Improve
the face.
also
the
holds
the
Its regular session on the second
digestion.
They
regulate
About this time came a very different sort of guest from the others, liver and bowels. They are far super- and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
to pills but cost no more. Get a Visiting brothers are invited and welGeorge Wallace, a young American of ior,
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
considerable means and a graduate of free sample at all druggists and see come.
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
a school of mining engineering. He what a splendid mediclnj it is. For
had gone to Mexico to examine a mine sale by all druggists,
for some New York capitalists, with n
FRATERNAL UNION.
HOT TAMALES.
view to keeping a lookout for other
Hot
Chile
Chile
Verde,
Tamales,
mines in which to make Investments
o
himself. He found a treasure of an- Colorado, Pozole with Cuerltos,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
and Chicken Temolo are among Union of America.
other kind, Dona Isabel, and straightRegular meetings
whlcb rst
way proceeded to fall in love with her. the Mexican and Spanish dishes
and third Mondays in each month
His love was returned, and Don Ra- are being served nightly at the
at 8 o'clock p. in., Odd Fellows' Hall,
short order house, The Bon Ton San Francisco Street
fael, though he considered no one
Visiting Frat-sr-s
either in Mexico or the United States Restaurant.
welcome.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
good enough to marry his sister, conDe Witt's Little Early Riser Pills are
sented to the match.
GREGOR'O RAEL, Treat.
Something troubled the girl, which sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
DAVID GONZALES, 8ec'y.
did not escape the attention of her lovThe seals and record books for noer. He pressed her for it, and she at
"BOOTH'8 OYSTERS."
last confessed that her brother was taries public for sale by the New MexThe
reasonican
at
very finest In the land have
in
a
Company
very
Printing
condltlou.
financially
desperate
been
received at the Bon Ton
rates.
Seals for Incorporated just
After having tied up his resources he able
had mortgaged his hacienda, and tho companies are also handled. Call at Restaurant. These are the very first
mortgage was about to be foreclosed. or address tb New Mexican Printing of the season and can be found only
at this place where they are
Wallace, actuated by love and natural Company, Sanwt Fe. New Mexico.
A trial will convince
In everything.
noble impulses, went straight to Don
H
you.
see.
and
Advertising pays. Try
Rafael, told him that he had that day
received a large remittance from New
York which he had drawn In gold
and had upstairs in bis room. The
amount was sufficient to lift the mort 5C
gage, and Wallace offered to loan it
to his host without security. The only
condition he made was that Don Rafael should thereafter listen to the ad
vice of his sister, dismiss the vampires
who were preying upon him and en-- ,
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
deavor to straighten his affairs.
Wallace did not doubt that the man
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
he had offered to help would thank- Pueblo is Via the
fully accede to his terms. He was dis-- 1 '
Don Rafael showed a
appointed.
thorough appreciation of the kindly
interest that prompted the offer, but
pride, the trait that dominated the Al-- !
varados, prevented his accepting the,
loan.
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
"I owe you a world of thanks," he'
country of Colorado,
eald, "but an Alvarado cannot accept
For information as to rates, train service, desa favor. What would these, my anqes-- ;
call on or address
tors, think of me if I should accept
criptive literature,
money from my' sister's lover?"
F. H. McIRIDE, Agent
8. K. HOOPER, G. P. A T. A.
Wallace argued with him, pointing
Santa Fe, N. M.
Colo.
Denver,
out to him the ruin that was about to
fall upon him and Its influence on his
future life, all to no purpose. He
could not break the man's pride. He
was obliged to go to Dona Isabel and
tell her that he had made the offer,
but had failed to effect its acceptance,
That night Wallace was suddenly
INCORPORATED
awakened from sleep by hearing a
In
his room as If some one had
noise
stumbled against a piece of furniture.
He listened, but all was quiet. Matoh-e- s
were on a stand beside his bed, and
he struck one. Its light revealed Don
Rafael standing near the chamber
door with a bag in bis hand, which
Wallace recognized as his property.
It contained the gold he had offered
his host gold that pride had prevented him from accepting as a loan. He
was now attempting to steal It
.
By tho brief burning of a match
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDEES
Wallace saw the thief, and Don Rafael
knew that he had been detected. The
match burned out, and before Wallace
SANTA FE, N.M,
could light another Don Rafael rushed
to the bed and plunged a dagger Into
his guest and benefactor's breast.
Then Dona Isabel, bearing a light,
rushed into the room, followed by others of the household
Throwing herself on the body of her lover, she
cursed ber brother as a murderer and

North Bound

Booth Bound
Mo

11, 1907.

Augut

Sunday,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1907.

New Mexican's
The
Daily Short Story

way Company

Effective

JFE. K.JH.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine. and Grocers' Sundries.

f

de-sid- e

in need of

I thief.

rap-Idl- y

I

Alvarado fled, thinking that he bad
killed his guest and his sister's lover.
Wallace recovered, and both be and
Dona Isabel, whom he afterward married, tried to find him, bnt In vain.

Alvarado turned bandit and under an--.
other name became the terror of Mex-lcFinally he was killed, and his
t body
was brought to his hacienda,
thea.to the flrrt time his glajgr knew
o.

V thing on

Earth

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively brino results.

i

ty a

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

A FE JSEW MEXICAN. SAOTA FB, JI,fiL

1907.

18,

f

Cl

junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and pointe East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Pasb
and Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid
out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet
70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

Patent

the Belen

Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

Its importance as a great commercial railroad city
in the near future cannot be estimated.

,...,.,,

'ii

ALL FAST

OVER

TIIE MAIN LINE TIIROUCII

plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
drug Btore, harness shop etc. etc.; also a
modern
hotel.
first-cla-

cash.

may remain on note, with mortgage as
for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

Two-thir-

u

iii-i-

-

i

"

off

WRITE US A LETTER

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 18. Twenty-fChinamen who were caught
stealing into New Mexico over the
southern border in the last few
months will be deported to China the
latter part of this week. The Chinese
will be In the custody of Deputy United .States Marshal Edward Newcomer.
Newcomer and Chief Deputy C. M.
Foraker will be busy the next few
days securing guards to accompany
the Chinamen to the shores of their
native land. There is usually a deluge of applicants for the posions.
The Chinamen to be deported were
captured by the immigration inspectors at Alamogordo, Las Cruces and
Demlng and are now in the jails at
those places.
Deputy Marshal Newcomer and his
guards will leave El Paso on the
morning of December 21 in custody
of the Chinese for San Francisco, On
December 24 they will sail on the Siberia for Hong Kong, Deputy Newcomer and his guards going all the
way.
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Agua Pura Company of Las Vegas
Will Give a Cash prize of
One Hundred Dollars.
N, M., Dec. 18.

The

H. R.

con-Kfn- r.

MORE MONEY FOR
IRRIGATION CONGRESS

Las Vegas,

N. M., Dec. 18.

In-

terest which the forthcoming National Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque

The New Mexican Printing Company hast prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especialin
ly ruled, with printed headings,
of
made
or
either Spanish
English,
durgood record paper, strongly and
and
back
ably bound with leather
covers and canv3 sides, have full
Index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
Inches. These books are
are 10
made up In civil and criminal dock
ets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with both civil and criminal bound in
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal .. $4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
State
full roust accompany
order.
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

is arousing in New Mexico is illustrated by the large number of cash
prizes offered by leading firms and
citizens all over the territory, Thej
latest prize offered is a $100 cash donation which is. made by the Agua1
Pura Company of this city through
its manager F. H. Pierce. This mon- '
111
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for
best individual collective exThe New Mexican can do pvlntlfig
hibit of wheat grown in New Mexico and $50 for the best collective ex- equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
hibit of sugar beets. - v
work we turn out,- - Try our work once
and
you will certainly come again. We
SANTA FE TO BUILD
all the facilities for turning out
have
8HOP8 AT CLOVIS.
every class of work,' including one of
Roswell,.. N..M., Dec. 18. A deal was the best binderies la the west.
closed yesterday at Clovls whereby
the Santa Fe railway purchased eigh- i: The New Mexican Printing Com-pan1
ty, acres of additional land adjoining
prepared to furnish, cards de
the town site of Clovis for the- erec- vlslte for ' ladies or rentlemen' on
tion of crtonfdve car and machine short notice, In first class style at
shops and to increase the yard capa- reasonable prices, either engraved or
city.
printed. Call on the New Mexican
Clovls Is a town only five months Printing
Compaty
old on the Belen cut-ofand has
grown by leaps and bounds and now
has a population of 1,100 people and The New Mexican Printing Com-'anis headquarters" for engraved
division of the
will be a four-poiSanta Fe. The new shops, Including cards de yiste in New Mexico. Get
railroad employes, will employ from our work done here acd you will be
pleased In overy particular.
600 to 1,000 men.
I
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Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Meic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent
FOR SALE. Typewriter, caBh or
stallment, or for rent. J. B. Sloan.

Mall and Passenger Line between Island
train, due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
daily, Sunday included, connection points five hours, mealB furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Island and
WANTED For U. S. Army,
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
unmarried men, between ages Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated br
of 18 and 35; citizens of United States,
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days 1
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read and write EnAgents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best Known arvl Best
glish. For information apply to recruitMachines for all p urposet on the market
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all
ing officer, Laughlin Block, Santa Fe,
purposes oh tne
New Mexico.
market Address all communication s and Inquiries to the
able-bodie-

LEARN

.

v

Roswell Automobile Co.

TO EAT.

Few People In Santa Fe Really Know
How.

Slow eating will solve one-hal- f
the
problem of ill health. Those who suffer already with indigestion and weak
stomach can with care and the use
a
of
stomach tablets restore
their digestion to a healthy condition
so that they can eat what they want
at any time, without fear of distress
or suffering.
a
After a few days' use - of
stomach tablets, the headache, dizzy
feeling, drowsiness, bad taste la the
mouth, coated tongue, nervousness,
Ml-o-n-

Ml-o-n-

sleeplessness, distress after eating-- all
these symptoms of a weak stomach will disappear, and perfect digestion and a good skin will show that
the vital machinery is once more run-

Roswell,

New Mezic.

Rti&feet Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOTJKSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
--

ning smoothly.

' Take a little

each meal so

tablet before

Mi-o-n- a

the digestive Juices and give strength
to the stomach, and then it will take
care of the food that is eaten, without
indigestion and the unpleasant full
feeling with which so many suffer after meals.
The Ireland's Pharmacy has so
much confidence In the power of
to cure indigestion and all Btom-acIlls that they give a guarantee
with every
box to refund the
money if the remedy falls to give satisfaction.',
Mi-o-n-

a

h

50-ce-

.

blanks both English and
for sale by the New Mexican

Legal
Spanish

Printing Company.

INSURE YOUR HEALTH
COMFORT

w

on stormy days
by wearing a
M YHiAV
in IVM
fc

I

PRICE-LIS- T

that it will stimulate

AM

Stamp, not ovsr 2J inches long
....lBc
Each additional line on eame stimp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over H inches long. .20o
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over 5 inches long. .Me
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch.
.3o
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is oyer
lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for ten years. . . . . .$1.00
.60
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
,.
.35
Regular line Dater.
Defiance Model Band Dater. .
. . . . . . . . .
. . 1.50
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut 1.50
Pearl Check
.. 1.00
STAMP PADS.
Ui2J, 10c; 2x3,-15c- ;
2ix31, 25c:
3c; HiH,
60c; 4Jx7i, 75c.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
One-lin-

One-lin-

......

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

...

I

m

mm

iiumiis

Clean 'Light

Durable

OuartmtMcl

Watrprof
3S5EverywWi
t

m.

ojtotv b1 k

....

....

Fac-Simi-

le

Protector........................

SELF-INKIN-

The

New Mexican Printing Com.
- with pany will do your Job work with
,
neatness and dispatch.
Com-

Roswell Automobile Co.

office.

y

;

in-

FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
with modern conveniences. Apply this

f,

The New Mexican Printing Company ' has ready and for sale
and correct compilations of the
territorial incorporation laws
price
75 cents, of the territorial road laws,
price 50 cents, and of the territorial
mining laws, price 50 cents per copy.
These can be purchased by applying
The New Mexican Printing
In person or by mail at the office of pany will do your Job work
company.
neatness nfl dispatch

Parts of the Wor

All

(.

Whiting, United States commissioner
yesterday issued the first warrants
ever Issued here' for the arrest of
persons accused of violating the laws
governing the national forests. The
warrants, four In number, were for
men living on the Manzano national
forest of which H. H. Harris, of this
city, Is supervisor.
Mr. Harris has had considerable
trouble during the last few months
with native farmers who persist in
cutting down timber without the
of the authorities, besides other
violations of the forest laws. The
warrants were placed in the hands or
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker
and will be served this week.

ive

& company

go

Express

Illustrated Booh for Women. . If you need Medical
nd reply will be sent In plain sealed tavdope.
Advice, describe your symptoms, statins
Address: Ladles Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Write today for a free copy of valuable

Mfc

mis

Mrs. Wm. Turner, of Bartonvffle, 111., writes: "I suffered for years with female diseases, and doctored
At last
without relief. My back and head would hurt me, and I suffered agony with bearing-dow- n
pains.
I took Wine of Cardui and now I am In good health." Sold everywhere, In $1.00 bottles.

.

the-pol-

if you wish to secure

'

Oardmfi

Be Built, Telephone Lines Celestials Unlawfully in United States Illegal Cutting of Trees on Manzano
Will Get a Free Trip Home at
Reserve Will Lead to Arrests of
Established and Houses Erected
Sam's
Uncle
Guilty Parties.
Expense,
Out of Funds Available.

--

ds

Apply at onco for map and prices
the choicest lota.

Trails to

-

ss

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy
payments;;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,

WILL DEPORT BIG
WARRANTS FOR
IMPROVEMENTS ON
TIMBER CUTTERS
BATCH OF CHINKS
NATIONAL FORESTS

.

BELEN,

first-clas-

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

has proven so efficacious in most cases of womanly disease.

Supervisor Ross McMillan, of the
Pecos River, Jemez arid Taos National Forests, announces that extgaslve
improvements are to be made on these
forests out of funds available for the
purpose which are now on hand. Some
of the improvements are already under way.
Out of the sum of ?2,000 available
for Improvements on the Pecos Forest the sum of $750 will be expended
on a house to be erected at the tree
planting station In Galllnas canon at
Las Vegas, which station Is In charge
of W. D. Hays. Another substantial
building to cost $600 will be erected
on the Panchuela just north of the
Wlnsor ranch.
Supervisor McMillan
, has asked for an additional increase
for the construction of a telephone
line from a point above the Wlnsor
ranch to Glorieta and thence to Santa
Fe. This proposed line would be 50
miles long and would give the people
of that region direct telephone communication with Santa Fe, Las Vegas
and points south. The Colorado
Telephone Company has consented to
allow the wires to be strung on its
poles, consequently the cost of constructing the line will not be very
v,V.-.great.
:
Jemez
Forest has the
National
The
largest fund available for permanent
improvements, namely $10,000, and
hence will receive the most benefit.
A part of this will be expended in
constructing a new trail across the
forest connecting Espanola, Coyote
and Galllnas. It will b a about 40
miles long and will be a great improvement over the present trail.
Work on the new trail has already
been started. The Forest Service has
also entered into an agreement with
the Taos Telephone Company for the
running of a telephone line from Arroyo Hondo to Questa and from Taos
to Perry's ranch, a distance' of about
eighteen miles. The Forest Service
donates
necessary for the
line and in return Is allowed free use
of the line fo rofflclal business.
Reports from the tree planting
station in Galllnas canon are to the
effect that 1,000,000 seedlings have
been planted. These will be transplanted in the spring to transplanting
beds and some will be put out on the
Pecos Forest. This station will supply seedlings for southern Colorado,
New Mexico and Arizona. The station
so far has given every indication of
being highly successful.

TO

The lots offered are in the center of the
city, well graded
of
them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or grav(many
el. We need a
s
bakery, tailor shop, shoe housejew-eler- ,

JOIIN BECKER, President

Wine

1

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

What is medicine for? To cure you, if sick, you say.
But one medicine will not cure every kind of sickness, because different,
medicines act on different parts of the body. One medicine goes to the liver,
So that is why
another to the spine, Wine of Cardui to the womanlyorgans.

Force

R'y

Belen Town and Improvement Company
in

It

LIMITED

Santa Fe

of

FREIGHT TRAINS OF TIIE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEN TQWPITE

Mexico.

"'

Ctit-of- f

One-tlxir-

several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point
for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

The

Located on Belen

b9

The
elen Town and
m prove men!
Company
are owners of the

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the

"

Fettle Railtoad Metropolis of New Mexico.

i3

es; large mercantile establishments;
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
-- 0--

N c. 250 San Francisco Street

Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market.

Tele-

phone No. 49.

BAlS,

OiES,

BUTCHERS!

We can especially recommend our
ALMERIA GRAPE8.
line of cigars and pipes tpr Xmas
gifts for men. Pipes 25c to $7.
Imported Spanish grapes very best
Cigars from $1 per box up to 3.75.
Souvenir china at 15c, 20c, 25c, 35c. quality to be had, per pound 30c.
Nice to send away.
CRANBERRIE8.
Candy of all kinds at from 15c per
pound up to $1.50 per box.
We have an exceptionally fine lot
We will have other shipments for
of cranberries, per quart 15c.
the holidays.

from Page Five.)

of the Capital
postponed from
night ha3 again
time to Christ

ESTANCIA IS

LOOKING UP

R, N. Maxwell Says New Settlers Are
Constantly Arriving In Thriving
California Butter Lettuce Is the best
Our selection of turkeys Is always
County Seat.
the very best. We order quality re- thing that comes to this market Per
as
sell
cheaply head 15c.
gardless of price and
It. N. Maxwell, of Estancia, spent
as any one can for good goodsi Leave
the
day in the city on business. Mr.
IMPORTED DILLS.
your order now.
Maxwell states that the county seat of
Torrance Is progressing nicely; that
NUTS.
We have opened up a cask of imseveral new uulldings are in progress
the
are
ported dill pickles. These
of erection, and that more settlers
We now have all kinds of nuts real Magdeburgs, 2 for 5c, 5 for 10c.
are
arriving constantly and buying
In
come
shelled as well as those that
in the vicinity of Estancia, or
land
the natural state. Shelled walnuts
KRAUT.
homestead entries.
making
and almonds 60c per pound. Suellod
Mrs. Maxwell, his wife, is the edi
40c
a
cashews, plgnollias, fiilberts,
Home made kraut, quart 10c. In tor and manager
or tne lorrance
pound.
cans 2 for 25c.
County Leader, a weekly newspaper
Shelled Pecans 90c. Salted pistaa few weeks ago by her. So
chios 80c.
SUNBURST PEAS.
far very gratifying success has at- Italian chestnuts, Filberts jumbo
This is the best value we have tended the publication. It is increas- pecans, and Brazil nuts 20c per pound, ever offered In canned peas.
ing constantly in circulation, and a
hickory nuts and black walnuts 3 Extra sifted, per can 15c.
very good run of job work has come
pounds 25c. California walnuts and
Early June, 2 cans for 25c.
the Office.
almonds, 25c.
Mr. Maxwell came to estancia irom
MACKEREL.
Lexington, Oklahoma, where for ten
MEAT MARKET.
Medium size, 2 for 25c.
ho was city marshal. He is
Try our K. C. beef and see how Large size, 2 for 45c.
a stock raiser by occupation, and has
purchased a stock ranch on the
river, in Lincoln county.
Mrs. Maxwell, whose maiden name
was Miss Leanette Dean, was former
ly a school teacher at Cerrillos, in
this county.
Itul-dos-

DUDR0W

1
I

"

SMALL DELEGATION
WILL GO FIRST

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 18.

o

Miss Evelyn Bell Dougherty Will Be
come Bride of Charles Leonard
Castle.

eiidence,

102 Lincoln Avenue.) Night

and

Sundays.

Telephone, No.

Anthracite

Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Mixed.

.

Miss Evelyn Bell Dougherty will
come the bride of Charles Leonard
Castle. The impressive ring ceremony of the Presbyterian church will
be used, Rev. J. W. Purcell officiating

5--

1--

!

1--

14.

Anthracite Furnace,

Cerrillos Lump,
Monero Lump,

GOVERNOR GOING
OVER CUT-OF-

Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue, near A., T. and 8. F, Depot

OUR Pi ACE
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor.

FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEER.
ANY QUANTITY

FROM A PINT V?.

fine Wines, Liquors and cigars;
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

t

i

SANTA FE, N.M.
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(Equipped iviih Smokeless

m

1

M

That's

smell.

Lecause the smokeless device
prevents smoke or sme
that means a bteady flow of
.lowing heat for every ounce
of fuel burned

,1

Device)

You can carry

it about and care for it j'u:t as earily as a
lamp.
Brass oi font holds 4 quarts Lurninj 9 hours.
Handsomely
in japan and nickel.
Every heater warranted.

Th

surra

P.

T

,

winter

J.
aaca ciieermess

to the long

Steadv.
brilliant light to read, sew cr
Made of
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
burner. Every larr.;j warranted. If your dealer can-nsupply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
eveninES.
knit by.

ot

1

CONTINENTAL

Oil

CO.

DIQNEO & NAPOLEON
PHONE. NO. 6

Wholesale
AfiEHTS

Liquor Dealers

101

FAMOUS

Retail

PABST BLUE EIBBOH

BEER R

Just received carload of California Wines
Special price by the galllon.
IN BULK

Port

IN CASES

Malaga
Naidera

Sherry

Angelica

Muscatel
Blackberry

Riesling
White wine
,

Claret

Tokay

Narsale

Ztnfandel

White Port Burgundy

7--
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OFFICIAL MATTERS

8

Ar-tesi-

NEW YORK CENTRAL
DECLARES DIVIDEND.
New York, Dec. 18. The regular
quarterly dividend of 1
per cent,
was declared by the directors of the
New York Central railroad today.
1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1Z

SBNITHSIi

and obstetrical cases.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE cal, surgical
BOARD
OF COUNTY COMMIS- Approved methods of diagnosis an
SIONERS OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
Rooms steam heated aiv
NEW MEXICO. SPECIAL MEET- therapy.
electric lighted. No patient with
ING.
The Board of County Commissiondisease accepted.
Open
ers met In special session with the contagious
to
licensed
all
practitioners.
following members present: Hon. I.
Sparks, chairman; Hon. Jose I. Roi-ba- Dr; J. M. Diaz, Pres. J. A. Rolls, Secy.
commissioner, and George W.
OFFICIAL

l,

Ar-mij-

clerk.

The board took up for considera
tion and approval the following butcher bonds
Pond of Jose I. Roi-baNambe; Virginia M. de Pino,
Santa Fe. These bonds were duly approved.
Emeterlo Rivera, road supervisor
of Precinct No. 3, appeared before the
board and stated to the board that the
bridge crossing the Santa Fe river
from Palace avenue to Canon road
was In need of repairs. The board
authorized him to obtain the material
and make the necessary repairs.
The board adjourned to meet on the
23d day of ' December," 1907, at 2
o'clock p. TO.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman.
Attest:
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
.:

IF

YOU ABE LOOKING

A CHRISTMAS

FfR

PRESENT

To send to Home Folks or Friends in the Ea3t
be appreciated, buy something in the line of

that will

Filigree
Jewelry, Mexican Drawn Work, Unmounted or Mounted
Turquoise or best of all, a Navajo Blanket. We have a
groat variety of pice things appropriate as gifts.

FOR EVERYBODY
As a special inducement to Santa Fe , people we are offering Holiday Goods of all kinds in stock at cost or great-- ,
Jy reduced prices. While they last we are selling Chimayo
pillow tops at 50 cents each, Mexican Drawn Work Collars
of turn-ovpattern, at 10 cents each, and Souvenir Poster

al Cards of City at 1 cent each. There are other bargains,
for holiday shoppera.

AT CANDFMRIO'S CURIO STORE
San Francisco Street.
Free souvenirs will be given to the la!Jiw during the week
'
between Christmas and New Year's.

J. ' 5 . Candelario,
.

Prop

301-30-

3

OOKffl

l,
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"BUCK" HENDRICKSON
OF ILLINOIS DEAD.

Try It and see.

The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for, catalog 105 with Interior
views showing arranfieot jn Jibrary .parlor, etc
non-bindin- g,

i

for nil purposes. The estimable
quality and condition of all the
Lumber we sell has already
gained for us an extensive list
of satisfied customers. Large
or small orders promptly filled.

Alexandria, 111., Dec. 18.W. H. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
(Buck Hendrlckson,
formerly state
treasurer of Illinois, died at his home j Nowwhere wiJlyou find Lumber
Sere today. His health had been fall-- . or prices to evual ours.
J
log for the past two years.
Advertising pays.

J

Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Curry:
James R. Carithers, of Santa Fe,
Santa Fe county; R. M. Love, of
Eddy county.
Forest Service Lacks Funds for Advertising.
The forest service announces that
owing to a lack of funds to pay the
cost of advertising, the Secretary of
the Interior is unable to open to settlement and entry any more of the
4.25.
lands listed under the act of June 11",
Receipts 22,000. Market 1906, until Congress has made approSheep
Western
$24.50; priation for that purpose.
steady about steady.
lambs
$3.756.20,
$44.15;

WOOL MARKET.
Dec. 18. Wool
St.
Louis,
F
and unchanged.
yearlings
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIB3. western $3.756.10.
Wilt Be Accompanied by Mr. HopeMay
Chicago, Dec. 18. Wheat
well and Others Interested In
98.
104
July
NOTED ENGLISH
Irrigation Congress.
Corn May 58
SCIENTIST DIES.
July 57
521-2- .
Oats May (old) 54
Lord
Kelvin, the
18.-May
Governor Curry, who went to AlbuLondon, Dec.
48
45
(old)
July
July
died
yesterday.
noted scientist,
querque today will leave the Duke
Pork Jan. $12.65; May $13.10.
City tomorrow morning via the new
Lard Jan. $7.75; May $7.82
train running over the Belen cut-of- f
Ribs Jan. $6.75;
May $7.02
via Belen and Texico. He wid be
7.03.
S.
chairW.
accompanied by
Hopewell,
LIVE 8TOCK
man of the Territorial Statehood
Dec. 18. Cattle Re- Kansas
City,
League, and president of the board of
control of the National Irrigation
Congress, and other prominent citizens interested in both enterprises.
They will make a tour of the Pecos
valley.
Equipped for the treatment of medi3--

CAPITAL COAL ITAID.

tMAYtM-A-

celpts 9,000. Market strong to ten
cents higher. Southern steers $3.50
cows
southern
$2.403.25;
4.50;
stockers and feeders $3 4.40; bulls
Pennsylvania 111
Southern Pacific 72
2.504; calves ?4.506; western
steers $3.G05.25.
Union Pacific 115; pfd. 78
Receipts 4,000. Market
Sheep
Copper 43
Muttons
87.
Steel 25
strong.
f44.80; lambs S5.25
pfd.
6.25; range wethers ?3.755; fed
MONEYS, AND METALS
New York, Dec. 18, Prime mercan- - ewes $3.254.35.
3
oa cal1 fl
Chicago, Dec. 18. Cattle Receipts
16 W
21,000. Market strong to ten cents
'
.
isew xorK, Dec. 18. Lead weak higher. Beeves $3.406.15; cows and
Texans ?3.10
4.45, Lake copper weak 1314. Sil- heifers ?1.154.60;
ver 52
3.65; calves $57.50; westerns ?4.20
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 18. Spelted dull
4.75; stockers and feeders $2.30
1--

mony a reception will be held at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Haynes, 114 Johnson street. The
church has been handsomely decor
ated for the occasion.
B

J'$M$
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3--

be-

t COAL f WOOD

M
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CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
'
Atchison 70
New York Central 93

pretty wedding will be sol
emnized this evening at 8 o'clock at
the First Presbyterian church, when

142.
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MARKET REPORT,
1--

DAY 'PHONE 35

OODROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

C
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At

New Mexico Statehood
League it was
'
reSolved that Governor George Curry
accompanied by six leading citizens of
territory representing both poli-int- o
tical narties. should eo to Washinc- ton . at the earliest possible moment
after the holidays and canvass the
statehood situation and post themselves fully. The dispatch of a big
delegation of citizens to work for
statehood will depend upon the report
made by them. If good can be accomplished a larger delegation will
be sent.
Resolutions urging the aid of the
people regardless of section or party
toward the holding of the Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress at Albu
querque were also passed.

'RETTY WEDDING
THIS EVENING

Picture Framing

'

r

jays meeting of the officers of the

A very

All Kinds of

Mm," t

special to the New Mexican

';

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

ff-Jur-

Governor Curry and Six Leading Citizens Will Journey to Washington
to Size Up Situation.

M0NTENIE

&

Over $25,000 was collected in taxes
during the month of November
by
Celso Lopez, treasurer and
collector of Santa Fe county.
This
has been apportioned as follows:
'
Territorial, taxes of 1906, $114.87;
1907, $8,079.36. Total, $8,194.23.
General
County, taxes of 1906:
school fund, $14.86;
fund, $37.15;
court fund, $37.15; interest fund,
$14.86; road fund, $3.72; court house
and jail repair fund, $11.15; Jail buildfund,
Judgment
ing fund, $22.29;
$3.72; advertising fund, $13.95. Total,
City, taxes of 1906, general fund,
$32.48; school fund, $16.24; city bonds
fund, $8.11; school house fund, $8.11.
Total, $64.94.
County, taxes of 1907, general fund
$2,735.16; school fund, $1,641.10; court
fund, $2,461.64; interest fund, $1,094.- 06; sinking fund, $1,094.06; road fund
$408.34; court house and Jail repair
fund, $1,094.06; special school levies
$120.44; deficiency Jail building fund,
$347.03; deficiency bridge fund, $474.
fund. $547.03. Total
57: Judgment
$12,517.49.
City, taxes of 1907, general fund,
$1,834.57; school fund, $1,375.97; city
bonds
bonds fund. $458.67: school
Total
$4,127.88.
$458.67.
fund,

trains reported on time this eve

ning.
The regular dance
City club which was
last night to tomorrow
been postponed, this
mas night.

Receipts Do Not Indicate Financial
Stringency Over $25,000 Is
Collected.

$158.85.

LETTUCE.

TURKEYS.

t

All

190?.

MUINlfl INUVLMtltK

Surveyor General Morgan 0. Llewellyn Is absent from the Capital for
a few days attending to official business.
Hon. James W. Raynolds ha3 returned to town after an absence of
several days and Is registered at the
Claire.
T.
J.
Butler
D.
and
0.
federal agents,
Olmstead, special
who have been in New Mexico investigating alleged violations of the land
laws, have left the territory and re
turned to Washington.

(Continued
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collections

!TAX

Minor City Topics

good It is. Hams, bacon, sausages,
pigs feet, etc., at our market.

CHRISTMAS GIFT8.

Personal Mention.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

New Mexican Printing - Company
local agents, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

rolter-bearin-

